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Abstract
Living organisms are complex systems of interacting components. A crucial step to understand
those complex biological systems is the construction of biological networks that reflect our
current knowledge of the system.
The scope and coverage of different network reconstructions can differ, but they have one
aim in common – to convert the knowledge into a mathematical model enabling computational
analysis to find possible inconsistencies and gaps. While reconstruction methods for metabolic
networks are well established, only a few methods exist for reconstructing cellular signal-
transduction networks.
In this thesis, I present a method – rxncon – enabling a systematised and condensed
reconstruction of signal-transduction networks. This method has two aspects. On the one hand,
we developed a language for reconstructing biological networks. The language addresses the
issue, that states are combined in signal-transduction networks, which create a large number of
specific states, generating highly complex structures. Due to the context-free grammar in the
language and the description of the data on the same level of detail as biological findings we can
largely avoid the combinatorial complexity. On the other hand, we developed a framework for
interpreting and exporting this knowledge into different mathematical models and visualisation
formats, enabling a workflow to: 1) reconstruct mechanistic detailed signal-transduction
network, 2) convert them into an executable Boolean model for evaluation, validation and
improvement of the network and 3) export the reconstructed model into a rule-based model.
Hence, rxncon has the potential to reconstruct, validate and simulate large-scale signalling
networks – bridging large scale network reconstruction and classical mathematical modelling
approaches.
I
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Zusammenfassung
Lebende Organismen sind komplexe Systeme von miteinander interagierenden Komponen-
ten. Ein entscheidender Schritt zum besseren Verständnis solcher biologischen Systeme ist
die Erstellung biologischer Netzwerke, welche unser bisheriges Verständnis dieser Systeme
widerspiegelt.
Verschiedene Ansätze zur Netzwerk-Rekonstruktion unterscheiden sich zwar in ihrem
Zweck und ihrer Komplexität, allerding haben sie ein gemeinsames Ziel: die Übersetzung des
biologischen Wissens in ein mathematisches Modell zur Aufdeckung von Inkonsistenzen und
Wissenslücken innerhalb der Rekonstruktionen durch computerbasierte Analysen. Während
es für metabolische Netzwerke bereits gut entwickelte Rekonstruktionsansätze gibt, existieren
derzeit nur wenige Ansätze für Signal-Transduktionsnetzwerke.
In dieser Arbeit stelle ich eine Methode zur systematischen und komprimierten Rekonstruk-
tion von Signal-Transduktionsnetzwerken vor – rxncon. Diese Methode hat zwei grundlegende
Aspekte:
Einerseits haben wir eine Sprache zur Rekonstruktion biologischer Netzwerke entwickelt, die
die Probleme kombinatorischer Komplexität durch die Kombination von Zuständen während
des Rekonstruktionsprozesses angeht. Diese kombinatorische Komplexität wird durch die
Verwendung kontextfreier Grammatik und der Beschreibung der Daten auf derselben Ebene
wie experimentelle Erkenntnisse umgangen.
Andererseits haben wir eine computerbasierte Struktur zur Interpretation und zum Export
entwickelt, welche es ermöglicht das rekonstruierte Wissen in mathematische Modelle und
unterschiedliche Visualisierungsformate zu übersetzen.
Dadurch sind wir in der Lage, erstens Signal-Transduktionsnetzwerke detailliert zu rekon-
struieren, zweitens diese Netzwerke in ausführbare Boolesche Modelle zur Verbesserung,
Evaluation und Validierung dieser Netzwerke zu übersetzen und drittens diese Netzwerke als
Regelbasierte Modelle zu exportieren. Daher ermöglicht rxncon die Rekonstruktion, Validierung
und Simulation von umfangreichen Signal-Transduktionsnetzwerken und verbindet dadurch
den Rekonstruktionsprozess mit klassischen mathematischen Modellierungsansätzen.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The main goal of Systems Biology is to understand the biological mechanism behind systems
like cells, tissues or organisms. The term Systems Biology dates back to 1968, when Mesarovic
[1, 2] introduced Systems Biology as the linkage between biology and the general study of
interrelations and interdependencies within entities (systems theory) [3] to understand biological
processes. The increase in computational power and capacities, at the end of the 20th and
beginning of the 21st century, made it possible to solve more complex biological questions,
using computer based methods. The term computational Systems Biology was introduced by
Kitano [4] and Ideker [5], defining the primary goal of this discipline as the investigation of
biological systems using computational methods. More precisely, analysing biological systems
by considering all interrelated and interdependent parts of a biological system – a biological
system can only be understood on a system level [4, 5] (further reading [6, 7]).
1.1 Systems biology
Understanding biological systems at the system level cannot be accomplished by computational
methods alone. Instead, we need a combination of experimental and computational approaches,
because mathematical models simulated on computers are tools which attempt to predict the
dynamics of systems but the results and the underlying assumptions have to be validated
experimentally [4, 8].
We can learn a lot about biological processes by comparing in silico to in vivo experiments.
Inconsistencies between simulations and experimental observations are indicative of an incom-
plete model reconstruction, e.g. missing regulatory knowledge or incorrect assumptions on
the system. Those inconsistencies can be analysed by target experiments [9]. If we can detect
the cause of discrepancies between the model and experimental results, we can systematically
use the discoveries to fill those knowledge gaps. Hence, an inconsistent model can be as
insightful as a consistent model, because it provides an opportunity for biological discoveries
[10]. Consistent models can be used to make predictions which can be validated by experiments
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and enable the exploration of new hypothesis. Therefore, both inconsistent (not showing
the expected behaviour) as well as consistent (showing the expected behaviour) models can
lead to model-guided experimental discoveries. The resulting discoveries can be incorporated
into the previous model, increasing the information content available for the modelling tasks.
The iterative improvement of mathematical models allows for better predictions of biological
processes, leading to discovery of new biological mechanisms. [9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]
1.2 A new era in Systems biology
Simulation-based methods received little attention in the field of biology during the early
stages of computational Systems Biology, because mainly experimental methods enabled the
discovery of biologically important components and mechanisms, e.g. DNA sequences and
protein properties, leading to biological research with a strong focus on experimental methods
[7].
During this time it was estimated that the manual annotation of a genomic sequence
will require a year per person per mega base [19]. The development of automated sequence
assembly and analysis methods changed everything [20, 21, 22]. In 1995, scientists were able
to annotate the genome sequence of Haemophilus influenzae Rd and therefore to sequence the
first complete genome of an organism [23]. Further development of methods for genome
sequence analysis [24, 25] increased the need for experimental methods to validate predicted
knowledge [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. This development enabled scientists to decode the complete
human genome sequence in 2001 [31], changing the field of life science completely. In molecular
biology, new techniques were developed to produce high-throughput quantitative data, rapidly
increasing the amount and complexity (in terms of information content) of the available data
[32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38].
The increased quantity of omics and phenotypic data led to an increased need for dataset in-
tegration. The integration of different data types is a great challenge, which is aimed by projects
as ’Big data to knowledge’ (BD2k) [39]. The high amount of data we have nowadays allows us a
genome-scale point of view, by linking different data sets representing the knowledge we have
about biological processes [11, 13, 40]. However, we need the support of computational science
to gain new biological insights by analysing, combining and interpreting the available data in a
genome-scale context (further reading [41]). The newest developments and improvements in
software [42, 43, 44, 45] and computational power (high performance computing environments)
enable the creation and analysis of consistent models, providing useful biological insights and
predictions [45, 46, 47, 48, 49].
Taken together, the understanding of biological systems can only be achieved by combining
computational techniques and experimental technologies to produce more and more precise
data [28, 50, 51]) and predictions [52, 53]. Only then we have the possibility to understand
biological systems on their system-level by incorporating molecular biological information [4].
1.3 Yeast as model organism
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (also referred to as yeast) is a simple eukaryotic organism. In yeast, we
can distinguish between different cell types with different genetic properties. The first cell type
are haploid cells (one copy of each chromosome), which comprise MATa and MATalpha cells.
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Those cells can respond to pheromone, enabling them to mate. In addition, a haploid cell can
switch its mating type to find a suitable mating partner. However, haploid cells are not able to
undergo meiosis [54]. The second cell type are diploid cells (two copies of each chromosome).
Those cells cannot respond to pheromone and therefore, are not able to mate but in contrast to
haploid cells they can build an ascus for sporulation, containing four haploid spores, the third
cell type. [54, 55, 56]. The particular structure of spores enables yeast to survive unfavourable
conditions. This cell type has also other advantages: it can be used to clean the genome from
accumulated mutation; it enables the selection of the most promising gene combinations, having
any advantage under certain environmental conditions; it enables mating with other haploid
yeast cells of different populations, which increases genetic variety and therefore, the chance
for new gene combinations [56].
In addition, we can distinguish between mother and daughter cells. Mother cells can switch
mating type to mate with its daughter, leading to a clone of the cells (homozygous for all
genes), which are able to conserve and reproduce beneficial genetic information (further reading
[54, 57]). Mating type switches must be prevented to do genetic experiments and to grow
haploid cells in the laboratory. Hence, all laboratory strains are HO mutants and cannot switch
mating type (HO is a site-specific endonuclease which is required for gene conversion at the
MAT locus) [54, 58].
Many essential cellular processes are similar between yeast and human, which is one of the
main reasons why yeast became one of the most important model organisms to study basic
molecular processes [59, 60]. Other reasons are: 1) yeast cells are easy to manipulate and they
can live in many different environmental conditions, 2) yeast cells have a nucleus containing
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), packed into chromosomes [61], 3) yeast cells have a controlled
cell division and it was shown that many genes involved in the cell division regulation in yeast
have homologues in the cell division control of higher eukaryotes including human cells [62, 63].
Hence, yeast is one of the best studied model organisms and has still a great impact in gaining
knowledge about biological process in eukaryotes [60, 64, 55, 65] (further reading [63]).
1.4 Signal transduction pathways
Signal transduction pathways transmit a cellular response through the cell based on extra-
cellular signals. The cellular response to this signal leads to the activation a signalling cascade
within the cell.
Insulin signal response pathway
A common example is the insulin/insulin-like growth factor signal response pathway (Figure
1.1, adapted from [66]; Supplementary Table S2), reviewed in [66], which is conserved between
diverse species [67]. The main role of insulin is the regulation of the metabolism of glucose
and lipids [66]. Insulin activates the receptor tyrosine kinase (IR) and the closely related
type 1 insulin-like growth factor receptor (IGFR) [68]. The IR receptor in turn phosphorylates
and recruit different substrates, e.g. insulin receptor substrates (IRS) and SHC-transforming
protein 2 (Shc) [69, 70]. Tyrosine phosphorylated IRS binds to a number of signalling partners,
e.g. phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), which has a major role in the insulin response by
activating the Akt/PKB cascades. Activated Akt is important for metabolic processes, e.g.
synthesis of lipids or glycogen as well as for cell survival, growth and proliferation. The
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insulin receptor also phosphorylates and recruits Shc which builds a complex with the growth
factor receptor-binding protein 2 (Grb2) and son of sevenless (SOS), leading to the activation
of the Ras/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. The Ras/MAPK pathway also
mediates metabolic process but its main function is the control of mechanisms influencing
proliferation and differentiation of the cell [71].
Shc
PTB
IRS
PTB
PH
Grb2 Sos
SH2PI3K
SH2
IR
JM
TK
CT
IR
JM
TK
CT
PI3K/Akt 
pathway
Ras/ERK
pathway
Insulin
Figure 1.1: Graphical representation of the insulin signal response pathway. (Adapted from
[71])
MAP kinases build a functional module within such a pathway that couples upstream input
signals to different output responses (Figure 1.2A, adapted from [72]) [73]. It is described by a
sequential activation of three kinases. The key player in this module is the ’main MAPK’ itself
(also referred to as extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK) within human cells), which
regulates downstream functions. The ’main MAPK’ is activated by an upstream MAPK kinase
(MEK: abbreviation for MAPK/ERK kinase) that is activated by another MAPK kinase kinase
(MEKK: abbreviation for MAPK/ERK kinase kinase), which in turn is activated by an input
signal, e.g. ligand binding to a receptor. This pathway is conserved within eukaryotes and
important for the regulation of different cellular processes, e.g. cell proliferation, mating and
stress response [73].
Yeast has five distinct MAP kinases: Hog1, important during osmotic stress; Fus3, main
MAPK during sex communication; Kss1, important for pseudohyphal development; Slt2 (Mpk1),
important for cell-wall integrity and Smk1, important for sporulation [72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79,
80].
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Pheromone response signal pathway
The pheromone response signal pathway in yeast is crucial for its sexual communication and
therefore, plays a key role in the process of mating [81]. The pathway itself consists of a specific
pheromone receptor Ste2/3 (Figure 1.2B; Supplementary Table S3) that binds the pheromones a-
or a-factor and controls the expression of genes which are important for mating. The activation
of the signal transduction pathway causes cell cycle arrest in the G1 phase, preparing the cell
to from a diploid cell with a haploid cell of opposite mating type. Similar to many human
hormone receptors the receptor Ste2/3 belongs to a class of seven transmembrane G-protein
coupled receptors.
The binding of pheromone to the G-protein-couple receptor (Ste2/3) leads to a release of its
a-subunit from the b-(Ste4) and g-subunits (Ste18) [81, 82]. Ste4 and Ste18 (the Gb/g-subunit)
activates the signalling branch by binding to a Ste5-Ste11 complex and to the Ste20 kinase. This
allows Ste20 to bind to Cdc42 (the activated form is located at the plasmamembran) which
activates the kinase activity of Ste20 and enables its auto-phosphorylation [83, 84, 85]. The
recruitment of the scaffold protein Ste5 initiates a phosphorylation cascade starting with Ste11
phosphorylated by Ste20, Ste7 phosphorylated by Ste11 and ending in the phosphorylation
of Fus3, the ’main MAPK’ of this pathway [86, 87, 88, 89, 90]. After phosphorylation by
Ste7, Fus3 is activated and translocated to the nucleus where it is able to phosphorylates and
activates Far1, which is important for the cell cycle arrest in G1 phase as well as for polarized
grow (Msn5p mediated export of the Far1-Cdc24 complex, targeting Cdc24 to polarity sites)
[91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97]. In addition, Fus3 activates the transcription factor Ste12 (targeting
over 200 genes) through phosphorylation of Dig1 and Dig2, repressing Ste12 [98, 99, 100, 101].
In summary, the binding of pheromone stimulates a signal cascade, a so-called Mitogen-
activated protein kinase pathway, responsible for cell cycle arrest in G1 phase, the main
transcriptional response for the mating process [77] and a reorientation of the cell towards a
mating partner (towards the gradient of the pheromone) [102].
High-osmolarity-glycerol pathway
Another fundamental ability of yeast cells is the adaptation to osmotic-stress. The pathways
involved in this process are crucial for the survival of yeast cells and therefore, evolutionary con-
served among different species. In yeast, osmo-adaptation is regulated by the high-osmolarity-
glycerol (Hog) pathway, a MAP kinase cascade that is rapidly activated under high osmolarity
conditions, triggering a transcriptional response [76, 103] (Figure 1.2C; Supplementary Table
S4).
The Hog pathway is controlled by two different but redundant branches, Sln1 and Sho1.
Both branches are converging into Pbs2, the MAPKK of Hog1, the ’main MAPK’ (reviewed
in [76]) [104, 105]. The Sln1 branch consists of a osmosensor Sln,1 localised at the plasma
membrane and forms, together with Ypd1 and Ssk1, a phosphorylation system [105, 106].
Active Sln1 performs auto-phosphorylation under normal conditions, whereas under osmotic
stress the receptor is inactivated. The phosphoryl group of Sln1 is transferred to a receiver
domain on Sln1, further to Ypd1 and finally to the receiver domain in Ssk1. Phosphorylated
Ssk1 is inactive and is not able to activate the downstream MAP kinase cascade.
Under osmotic stress, unphosphorylated Ssk1 accumulates and binds to the regulatory
domain of the two MAPKKKs, Ssk2 and Ssk22. The binding activates the kinase domain of the
MAPKKKs and enables auto-phosphorylation, resulting in active Ssk2 and Ssk22. The active
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Figure 1.2: Mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway. A) Schematic representation of a
general Mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway. B) Graphical representation of the High-
osmolarity-glycerol MAPK pathway in yeast. C) Graphical representation of the pheromone
response signal pathway in yeast. Figure B) and C) are adapted from [72]
Ssk2 and Ssk22 activates Pbs2 via phosphorylation, leading to the activation of Hog1 through
the phosphorylation of its two residue sites Thr174 and Thy176 by Pbs2 [104, 105, 107]. The
second branch is the Sho1 branch, which is controlled by two transmembrane sensors Msb2
and Hkr1 [108]. Both are mucin-like transmembrane sensors, connecting the interior with the
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extracellular matrix and monitor movements between cell wall and plasma membrane (sensing
the change of available water).
Sho1 is an additional transmembrane protein, localised in the membrane and acts as a
scaffold protein. Sho1 recruits Pbs2 to the plasma membrane, which serves as scaffold protein
for the MAPK cascade [109, 110, 111]. Through the re-localisation of Ste20 to the plasma
membrane it can bind to the small Rho GTPase Cdc42 [112], which in turn brings Ste11 in close
proximity to Ste20 and enables Ste20 to phosphorylate and thereby to activate Ste11. The MEKK
Ste11 can now activate Pbs2, which activates Hog1 [103]. Active Hog1 is imported into the
nucleus [113], where it influences gene expression by interacting and activating Hot1 [76].
The most important role of the Hog pathway is the control of glycerol accumulation during
osmotic stress, acting as osmolyte. Glycerol is a by-product of yeast fermentation and produced
out of two reasons: 1) osmoregulation and 2) redox-balancing [76]. The Hog pathway controls
the glycerol accumulation during osmotic stress at different levels and with different time delay:
1) regulation of genes important for glycerol production, e.g. Gpd1 or Gpp1, 2) expression of
Stl1 a glycerol proton symporter, allowing active glycerol uptake from the environment and
accumulation in the cell interior [114, 115, 116], 3) increases of the glycerol production rate by
regulating the responsible enzymes [117] and 4) regulates the activity of the glycerol exporter
channel Fps1 [118].
In summary, the reduced availability of free water stimulates a Mitogen-activated protein
kinase pathway with two different signalling cascades activating the same central MAPK (Hog1),
which is responsible for fast accumulation of Glycerol as osmolyte, the main transcriptional
response for short-term and long-term adaptation to new environmental conditions (further
reading [119]).
1.5 Computational modelling
The simulation of computational models, describing signal transduction networks, can help to
gain knowledge about those networks and model-guided experiments can validate biological
hypothesis as well as discover new biological insights. However, before we can start simulating
or analysing computational models, we have to formulate our knowledge in a computer
and (ideally) human readable way. Therefore, we need approaches which can be used for
models dealing with modifications and interactions within signal transduction networks, e.g.
Pheromone response pathway, Hog or Insulin pathway. Those approaches should allow the user
to define signal transduction networks via an adequate (standardised) reconstruction process,
avoiding the combinatorial complexity problem. The reconstruction should be computer
and human readable, e.g. text-based format, and the model should represent the underlying
empirical data in an accurate way. Furthermore, it should be possible to simulate the underlying
dynamics of the reconstructed signal transduction network [120, 121]).
In this work, I present computational approaches that can be used within a workflow to
reconstruct large signal-transduction networks and to create of a quantitative models [122].
The workflow is inspired by [123] and can be divided into five steps, which I describe in the
following three Chapters. In the first two steps the scope of the network has to be defined
and a first seeded version is created, which can be refined by adding mechanistic information.
How to build up such a mechanistic detailed qualitative system, using the new version of the
rxncon language, is the topic of Chapter 2. In step three and four, this rxncon system can be
translated into a ready-to-simulate bipartite Boolean model, an approach that allows parameter
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free structural validation and simulation of large-scale signal transduction networks. In Chapter
3, I introduce the bipartite Boolean model and its generation, using the rxncon system. If the
bipartite Boolean model behaves as expected, showing the expected outcome to a certain input
signal, we can translate the reconstructed network into a quantitative model in step five, using
a rule-based model, the topic of Chapter 4. In the last Chapter of my thesis I summarise and
discuss my work and will give an overview on potential follow up projects.
CHAPTER 2
Network reconstruction using rxncon
In this chapter, I introduce the rxncon language 2.0 [124] an improvement of the previous devel-
oped rxncon language [121]. Based on the new syntax I show how to use the rxncon language
to reconstruct biological signal-transduction networks and exemplify the main principles, e.g.
elemental reactions and contingencies, on biological examples. Furthermore, I show how we
handle non-elemental statements and what satisfiability of contingencies means. I demonstrate
the application of the rxncon language on a simplified version of the Hog pathway and show
that this approach is scalable using an already existing model of the pheromone pathway [121],
which was adapted according to the changes in the language.
The first step towards the construction of a mathematical model is the reconstruction of a
network, a process to formalise the available biological knowledge. The formulation of biological
knowledge should be in a readable format, ideally computer and human readable [123], and
should allow the exchange of models and data [125]. To enable computational analysis and to
improve reusability of networks the community developed different databases and standards
which can be used for network reconstruction and annotation [126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131].
We have to translate and interpret a reconstructed network into an accurate mathematical
format representing biological properties as exact as possible. Those models are then used
to compute cellular states like adaptation to stress, growing conditions or system changes
through cell-cell interaction. A common notion of complex systems is that a large number of
simple and identical elements are interacting to produce a ’complex behaviour’. However, in
signal-transduction networks we have a large number of functionally diverse sets of elements
(proteins), each with a number of internal states, e.g. different modifications, interact in a
selective and non-linear way to rather produce a biological meaningful than complex behaviour
[4]. The combination of those sets of proteins defines a specific state or microstate within the
specific state space, describing the space of all possible microstates of the system. We have to
consider all possible combinations due to the lack of knowledge regarding the importance of
specific combinations within a signalling process, to be accurate in our reconstruction. This
leads to a large number of microstates even for small signal-transduction networks. For instance,
if we consider a protein with 10 covalent modification sites (phosphorylation sites) and have no
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further knowledge about this state, we have to consider a specific state space of 210 different
microstates. This might not be a problem if we have only one or two of these proteins in
the network but often there are more as for example in the pheromone pathway. Usually
we have only experimental measurements for single modifications or interactions at a time.
Hence, we have the problem that the combination of internal protein states results in a much
higher resolution than the empirical data. This leads to a discrepancy between the information
we get from experiments and the specific states of the model we are trying to describe the
data with [132]. This gap between reconstructed state space and underlying data as well as
the combinatorial problem increase with an increase in network size. The resulting highly
complex systems cannot be simulated anymore with reasonable computational costs, leading to
arbitrary reductions and therefore, to a decrease in accuracy of the reconstructed network and
the resulting model.
Established methods for reconstructing and analysing networks exist for metabolic networks,
which can even handle large-scale networks [133]. Methods applied on metabolic networks
can also be applied to other cellular process that could be reconstructed in biochemical detail,
e.g. signal-transduction networks. The difference to metabolic models compared to signal-
transduction networks is that we rather transfer information than mass. In metabolic networks
the analysis occurs on a more topological level, assuming that the presence of a substrate is
sufficient for a reaction to happen. In signal-transduction networks the reactions depend on the
internal state of the component, meaning that a component can have multiple internal states and
each state can be important for another reaction. To overcome this problem a similar approach
as for metabolic networks is used by introducing an own node for each specific state, which
allows the application of methods developed for metabolic networks on signal-transduction
networks. However, using metabolic reconstruction methods for signal-transduction networks
is limited in scalability as soon as the network size increases [132].
An alternative approach is the reaction-contingency based format. This format enables a
systematised and condensed reconstruction of signal-transduction networks, by defining the
network as decontextualized reactions and adding contextual constraints - contingencies - on
these reactions. Similar to the rule-based approach [134, 135] (discussed in Chapter 4) only the
information which is important for the reaction is considered and the remaining information is
ignored - known as ’don’t write, don’t care’ principle. This description corresponds closely to
empirical data and therefore, to macroscopic states. This in turn largely avoids the combinatorial
complexity during the reconstruction process as well as the discrepancies between the empirical
data and the reconstruction. Hence, the reaction-contingency formalism scales well with an
increase in network size and has the potential for reconstructing large-scale signal transduction
networks.
Therefore, we previously developed the rxncon (reaction-contingency) language [121, 124].
The rxncon language is based on context free grammar and a strict separation of the required
mechanistic building blocks: decontextualized elemental reactions, describing reactions in terms
of changing elemental states, and their necessary molecular context - contingencies - expressed
in terms of elemental states or combination of elemental states. The key features of the language
are that: 1) rxncon states are macroscopic states, meaning that only relevant information is
reconstructed; 2) the language corresponds closely to empirical data and therefore, largely
avoids the combinatorial complexity problem during the reconstruction. It was previously
shown that this formalism scales well with an increase in network size and therefore, is
suitable to capture signal-transduction networks with full mechanistic detail [136]. However,
we enhanced the rxncon language and developed rxncon 2.0, the second generation rxncon
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language, improving the expressiveness and precision of the previously developed rxncon
language.
2.1 The rxncon system
The rxncon system contains the knowledge about the reconstructed mechanistic processes of a
signal-transduction pathway described by the rxncon language. The rxncon language is based
on a collection of statements describing biochemical reactions (elemental reactions) and their
contextual constraints (contingencies). The information is stored in two lists: a reaction list
and a contingency list. The reaction list contains all rxncon reactions which are important
for the reconstruction process and, hence, describes the reaction layer. The contingency list
contains all the regulatory information of the system and describes therefore, the regulatory
layer. Each individual statement is independent from each other, which allows a systematised
and condensed reconstruction of signal-transduction networks. Each statement within the
rxncon language should be based on experimental facts, which can be taken from, e.g. literature.
The semantics of the rxncon language makes use of different concepts [124]: specification,
elemental states, elemental reactions and contingencies. To ensure a good understanding I
formalise the rxncon language and describe its key concepts. Note, the different classes used in
our implementation (see appendix section Python library) are images of these concepts.
2.1.1 Specification
A molecule specification is a central building block of the rxncon language. It is an element
for both concepts, rxncon reactions and rxncon states. A specification defines the type and the
structure of a molecule and consists of up to three parts: a component, a structural index and a
locus.
The component denotes the type of the specification, e.g. a protein, gene or mRNA as well
as the name. The name is defined as a sequence of alphanumeric characters, starting with a
letter but not ending with Gene or mRNA, except this is intended, e.g. to define molecules of a
transcription or translation reaction. If a component name ends with mRNA or gene, it will
automatically be assumed that the component belongs to the respective class. This relation
ensures a precise interpretation of rxncon reactions relying on certain concepts, e.g. translation
and transcription.
The locus defines a location on the molecule, e.g. a domain or a residue. This in turn
enables a precise definition of which specific functional parts of the molecule interact with
each other and therefore, allows a detailed reconstruction of the mechanistic processes within
the reconstructed network. Each locus has a defined resolution, depending on the locus
information: 1)’component level’, a component without any locus information, 2)’domain level’,
a component with domain locus information and 3)’residue level’, a component with residue
locus information. Each specification has to be defined at least on the ’component level’, which
allows an accurate description of experimental knowledge. A combination of the different
levels is possible, however, the resolution of the specification is defined as the most precise
one, meaning that as soon as a residue is specified the resolution of the specification is ’at the
residue level’.
Molecules can be defined on different levels of resolution, e.g. domain level or residue
level. To be able to find overlapping specifications we defined a set relation between different
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specifications - superset and subset relation - where a superset is defined as an outer set
containing different subsets. A specification A is a subset of specification B if: 1) the components
of A, B and the structure indices are identical, 2) the resolution of A is equal or higher than
the resolution of B and 3) the locus information of A and B matches given that both locus
information are available. For instance, A_[x(r)] is a sub-specification of A_[x], because the
components are identical, the locus information matches since both have a domain called x and
the resolution of A_[x(r)] is higher than the resolution ofA_[x]. Furthermore, specification A is
a superset of specification B if and only if B is a subset of A. The subset and superset relation is
useful for later handling of specifications, e.g. to expand non-elemental states or to calculate
the complement of an elemental state (discussed later).
2.1.2 Reaction terms
Reaction term (or rxncon reaction) denotes which property of a molecule (modified residue,
bound domain) changes, without resorting the microstate description. The syntax of a reaction
term contains three parts: a Subject, a Predicate and an Object (Figure 2.1A). A rxncon
reaction consists of two specifications (reactants) and one reaction type, meaning that the
first specification (Subject) acts (Predicate) on the second specification (Object). An exception
are output reactions that describe global quantities, e.g. the turgor pressure (Figure 2.1B).
Depending on the reaction type, the meaning of Subject and Object can differ, e.g. for interaction
reactions Subject and Object are interacting with each other while for synthesis reactions the
Object will be synthesised by the Subject (Table 2.1). The elemental resolution of a reaction term
Table 2.1: Reaction types. rxncon reactions differ in their elemental resolution and in the number
and kind of elemental states they process.
Reaction type Description Elemental resolution
Unidirectional cova-
lent modification
A single molecule is mod-
ified
Subject: component level;
Object: residue level
Bidirectional covalent
modification
Two molecules are modi-
fied
Subject: residue level; Ob-
ject: residue level
Interaction Two molecules bind toeach other via a bond
Subject: domain level; Ob-
ject: domain level
Synthesis
Creates all neural rxncon
states of a certain compo-
nent
Subject: component level;
Object: component level
Degradation
Destroys all elemental
states sharing the same
component, except if the
reaction is regulated
Subject: component level;
Object: component level
Output reaction N/A N/A
depends on the reaction type. A reaction term is defined on an elemental resolution if each
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specification is defined on the required level of resolution (Table 2.1). We recommend to use
only elemental reactions to be as precise as possible during the reconstruction process.
A)
Subject Predicate Object
Specification Specification
Grb2_[SH2] IRS_[bd]
Reaction type
Modification
Interaction
Degradation/Synthesis
B)
IR%# + IR_[TK(Y1158)]%#IR_[TK(Y1158)]%-{0} -> IR%# + IR_[TK(Y1158)]%#IR_[TK(Y1158)]%-{p}
produce:
synthesise:
degrade:
IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{p}
consume: IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{0}
Grb2_[SH2]%#Grb2_[SH2]%--0 + IRS_[bd]%#IRS_[bd]%--0 -> Grb2_[SH2]%!IRS_[bd]%#Grb2_[SH2]%--IRS_[bd]%
produce:
synthesise:
degrade:
Grb2_[SH2]--IRS_[bd]
consume: Grb2_[SH2]--0, IRS_[bd]--0
UC1%# -> UC1%# + Grb2%#0
produce:
synthesise:
degrade:
consume:
Grb2_[SH2]--0
UC2%# + Grb2%# -> UC2%#
produce:
synthesise:
degrade:
consume:
IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{p}, IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{0}
Grb2_[SH2]_ppi_IRS_[bd]
specification reaction type
IR_p+_IR_[TK(Y1158)]
specification
Locus
Grb2_[SH2]--IRS_[bd]
IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{P}
specification
state type
modifier
C)
# state delimitter
% specification delimiter
! delimiter for more than one specification 
+ skeleton term delimiter
-> delemiter for LHS and RHS of a unidirectional skeleton rule
<-> delemiter for LHS and RHS of a bidirectional skeleton rule
[Turgor]
Output reaction
Figure 2.1: The reaction term. A) Overview on the syntax of a rxncon term. B) Example of four
different skeleton rules, defining four different elemental reactions. From the top to bottom: the
first skeleton rule defines a modification reaction, the second an interaction reaction, the third
a synthesis reaction and the fourth a degradation reaction. C) Example of a protein-protein
interaction reaction, producing an elemental interaction state, a phosphorylation reaction,
producing a phosphorylated elemental state and an output reaction.
Each reaction term has its own semantic, which is given by the skeleton rule. The skeleton
rule describes the general structure of the reaction term. A skeleton rule consists of different
skeleton terms, e.g. skeleton terms on the left-hand site (LHS) that are transformed into skeleton
terms on the right-hand side (RHS) of the rule. Those skeleton terms are composed of: zero
or more components, representing molecules and zero or more elemental states, defining
the internal states of the components. The skeleton rule can be used to retrieve additional
properties of a reaction term: the production, consumption, synthesis and degradation of rxncon
states (Figure 2.1B). Note, that an elemental reaction only produces, consumes, synthesises or
degrades rxncon states (Figure 2.1C), except output reactions that do not have a skeleton rule
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and therefore, do not produce, consume, synthesise or degrade any state term.
2.1.3 rxncon states
A rxncon state is defined as an independent observable quantity, e.g. phosphorylated protein
or protein complex. It either consists of two specifications (e.g. protein complex) or one specifi-
cation and a rxncon state property (e.g. phosphorylated protein) or one specification and one
locus (e.g. two domains of the same protein interacting with each other). We separate rxncon
states into three categories: 1) one molecule is involved, e.g. modification states, self-interaction
states and empty-binding states, 2) a pair of molecules is involved, e.g. interaction states or
3) no molecule is involved, e.g. input states (Figure 2.2A). The resolution of a rxncon state is
given by the resolution of its specifications. A special case is the self-interaction state where
the second part is not a specification but a locus. The resolution of a specification (or a locus
in the case of self-interactions) is elemental if the locus information is uniquely defined on
the level of the elemental resolution given by the class of the rxncon state. (Figure 2.2A). If
every specification (or locus) is at an elemental resolution, the rxncon state is referred to as
an elemental state. Furthermore, every rxncon state has a neutral rxncon state as counterpart
(Figure 2.2B). Note, rxncon states containing more than one specification are equivalent if one of
their permutations of specifications are equal, e.g. A_[b]–B_[a] is equivalent to B_[a]–A_[b].
A)
Locus
IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{P} state type
modifier
Modification state:
neutral 
informationIR_[lig]--0Empty binding state:
[Turgor]Input state:
specification
Grb2_[SH2]--IRS_[bd]
Component
elemental state
Locus Component
Interaction state:
A_[x]--[y]Self-interaction state:
B)
Elemental state Neutral counterpart
Grb2_[SH2]--IRS_[bd] Grb2_[SH2]--0
A_[x]--[y] A_[x]--0
IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{P} IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{0}
Figure 2.2: The rxncon states. A)Overview of different types of rxncon states and their
composition. B) Example of neutral counterpart for non-neutral elemental states.
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rxncon states can also be a superset or subset of other rxncon states. Therefore, the superset
and subset definition is inherited from specifications. A rxncon state S1 is a subset of a rxncon
state S2 if: 1) they belong to the same rxncon state class, 2) all non-specification properties
are equal and 3) all specifications of S1 are a subset of the specifications of S2. For instance,
A_[m]–B_[n] is a subset of A–B.
2.1.4 Building up the state space
The reaction layer describes all rxncon reactions within the rxncon system. If we build up
the reaction layer, we extend the information about the described molecules and therefore,
the possible configurations a molecule can be in, meaning that if we add rxncon reactions to
our rxncon system, we build up the state space of our model. The literature can be used to
identify elemental reactions, which connect components with each other. For instance, for
the Hog pathway we will find statements like ’. . . activate Pbs2, which in turn phosphorylates
(on Thr174 and Thy176) and activates Hog1 . . .’ [137], which describes the phosphorylation of
Hog1 at two sides (Thr174 and Thyr176) by Pbs2. Hence, if we translate this into the rxncon
language, we would get two different rxncon reactions that differ only in the object residue.
This statement will be defined as Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)] and Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thy176)]
using a string representation of a rxncon reaction (see appendix rxncon input formats). The
Subject of this rxncon reaction is Pbs2, the Predicate is p+ (reaction type abbreviation for
phosphorylation) and the Object is Hog1 with the residue Thr174 or Thy176. The elemental
reaction Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)] creates a specific elemental state Hog1_[(Thr174)]-{p},
which has the elemental state Hog1_[(Thr174)]-{0} as counterpart. Hence, the rxncon reaction
adds a new rxncon state property (the rxncon state is phosphorylated at a certain residue) to
the system.
Furthermore, we can find the statements like ’ . . . Pbs2 contains a region that strongly interacts
with Hog1, which we have named Hog1-binding domain 1 (HBD-1) . . . the Hog1 CD domain is indeed
required for interaction between Hog1 and its activator Pbs2 . . .’, which means that Hog1 and Pbs2
bind to each other at the HBD1 and CD domain, respectively [138]. This adds another rxn-
con reaction Pbs2_[HBD1]_ppi+_Hog1_[CD] to our system, further increasing the state space
for Hog1: Hog1 is bound to Pbs2 (Pbs2_[HBD1]–Hog1_[CD]) and Hog1 is not bound to Pbs2
(Hog1_[CD]–0). We now have four possible configurations of Hog1: 1) Hog1 is phosphorylated
and bound to Pbs2, 2) Hog1 is phosphorylated and not bound to Pbs2, 3) Hog1 is not phospho-
rylated and bound to Pbs2 or 4) Hog1 is not phosphorylated and not bound to Pbs2. The state
space for Hog1 increases exponentially, because every new rxncon reaction acting on Hog1
adds a new property to the Hog1 molecule. However, the reconstruction only increases linear,
since we add only one new line for every rxncon reaction. An exception are synthesis reactions
and degradation reactions. Those rxncon reactions do not change the state space, because they
do not add properties to molecules. Since the reconstruction is on a single molecule-level, we
can also add rxncon reactions creating mutually exclusive rxncon states. These are rxncon states
of the same type, containing the same molecules, which are defined on the same elemental
resolution but differ in a property, e.g. modification or binding partner. For instance, the rxncon
state Hog1_[(Thr174)]-{p} is mutually exclusive of its neutral form Hog1_[(Thr174)]-{0}.
Synthesis and degradation reactions are different from other rxncon reactions like phospho-
rylation rxncon reactions (Figure 2.1B)), because both are acting on a component level. Synthesis
reactions simultaneously synthesise all neutral states of a certain component (so called fully-
neutral state). This is a rxncon system property, because the fully-neutral state depends on
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the rxncon reactions defined in the reconstruction process and their produced and consumed
rxncon states. An unregulated degradation reaction degrades all rxncon states containing a
certain component (regulated degradation are discussed below). The degradation of a complex
will lead to the degradation of one partner of the complex, carrying the component that is target
of the degradation, and the release of the partner, not carrying the specific component, into
an empty-binding state. If both interacting partners have the same component (homo-dimer),
means that the complete complex will be degraded.
2.1.5 Non-elemental reactions
During the reconstruction process, we want to describe the experimental knowledge as precise
as possible. However, we often do not know the precise residue which is phosphorylated but
only the domain which contains the residue. This is handled during the building process of
the rxncon system. rxncon reactions which are not elemental will get default domains and
residues according to the type of the rxncon reaction. The default name of the domain or
residue is the same name as for the interaction partner (Subject, Object). For instance, defin-
ing a rxncon reaction as Hog1_p+_Hot1 will automatically result in Hog1_p+_Hot1_[(Hog1)]
because the phosphorylation reaction is elemental on the residue level for the Object and
on the component level for the Subject. The rxncon reaction Hog1_ppi_Hot1 will result in
Hog1_[Hot1]_ppi_Hot1_[Hog1] [114, 139], because a protein-protein interaction is elemental if
both reactants are defined on a domain level.
2.1.6 Reducing the reconstructed state space by contextual constraint
The context for a rxncon reaction event is given by contingencies (contingency term). These con-
straints decrease the state space by increasing the information content within the reconstruction.
The general syntax defining a contingency term is Target, contingency type, Effector (Figure
2.3). We distinguish between two categories of contingency terms: reaction-contingency terms
and Boolean-contingency terms.
Table 2.2: An overview of predefined contingnecies.
Contingency
type name
Contingency
type sign Description
Strict ! A Target requires an Effector
x A Target is inhibited by an Effector
Quantitative k+/k-
Quantitative contingency describing a posi-
tive or negative change of a rate value which
switches between two non-zero values
No effect 0 An Effector has no effect on a Target
Unknown ? The effect of an Effector on a Target is un-known
The first category of contingency terms, describes contingency terms as contextual constraints on
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rxncon reactions, which are direct relationships (Contingency Type) between a rxncon reaction
(Target) and a rxncon state or Boolean-contingency term (Boolean statement; Effector). Those
Contingency Types are divided into strict (qualitative), quantitative, no effect and unknown
Contingencies (Table 2.2).
IR_[lig]_i_insulin; ! <IR-empty>#IR@0=IR@1
<IR-empty>; AND IR@0--IR@1
<IR-empty>; AND IR@1_[lig]--0
structural 
information
neutral 
information
Effector
Target Contingencytype
B)
Reaction
Target
Strict (!, x) 
Quantitative (k+/-)
No effect (0)
Unknown effect (?)
Contingency type Effector
State
Boolean statement
Reaction
Contingency 
term
Boolean statement Boolean operators(AND, OR, NOT)
State
Boolean statement
Boolean
Contingency 
term
A)
Equivalence statement
Figure 2.3: The contingency term. A) Overview about the different parts within a contingency
term. B) Example of a reaction-contingency term with a structured rxncon complex as Effector.
The second category of contingency terms, describes the relationship between a Boolean
statement (Target) and rxncon states or Boolean statements (Effectors), using the Boolean logic
(Figure 2.3A). A Boolean-contingency term has a name of alphanumeric characters surrounded
by pointy brackets and consists of Boolean operators (Figure 2.3A; Boolean Operators are dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 3), which connect the different Effectors. In comparison to reaction-
contingency terms, where all Effectors are linked with AND operators, Boolean-contingency term
allow the use of all Boolean operators (AND, OR and NOT). Hence, Boolean-contingency terms
can describe more complex relationships between Effectors, allowing to describe biological
complexes.
Contingencies can be added by searching for information on how rxncon reactions are
regulated. For instance, the statement ’. . . activate Pbs2, which in turn phosphorylates (on Thr174
and Tyr176) and activates Hog1 . . .’, identifying the phosphorylation of Hog1 by Pbs2 also states
that the activation of Pbs2 is a requirement for the phosphorylation of Hog1 [137]. In addition,
we can find the statement ’. . . phosphorylation sites required for Pbs2p activation, namely, Ser514 and
Thr518 . . .’, indicates that the phosphorylation of the residues Ser514 and Thr518 are required
to activate Pbs2 [140]. The reconstruction looks like:
Target Contingency type Effector
Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)] ! Pbs2_[(Ser514)]-{p}
Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)] ! Pbs2_[(Thr518)]-{p}
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The Target of this contingency is the rxncon reaction Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[ (Thr174)], the Contingency
type is ! (absolute requirement) and the Effector are the phosphorylated states Pbs2_[(Ser514)]-
{p} and Pbs2_[(Thr518)]-{p}. Note, that the Effector of a reaction contingency term has to be
connected to the reactants of the Target, either directly or indirectly (discussed later).
2.1.7 Defining rxncon complexes
The rxncon language enables the definition of complexes. Complexes can be constructed by com-
bining two or more contingency statements directly, e.g. the two statements Pbs2_[(Ser514)]-{p}
and Pbs2_[(Thr518)]-{p}:
Target Contingency type Effector
Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)] ! <pbs2-active>
<pbs2-active> AND Pbs2_[( Thr518)]-{p}
<pbs2-active> AND Pbs2_[( Ser514)]-{p}
This enables the description of arbitrary complex contextual constrains.
2.1.8 Non-elemental contingencies
Contingencies may contain non-elemental states, e.g. a modification requirement without
specifying the residue, because this information is not known or irrelevant for the regulation of
the Target. If such non-elemental contingencies are defined, they get expanded into disjunctive
elemental states to enable further analysis. To find all candidates, which get included into this
expansion, we have to consider the entire rxncon system, meaning that we have to know all the
rxncon reactions of the rxncon system to expand such non-elemental states. The For example,
the Effector:
Target Contingency type Effector
Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)] ! Pbs2-{p}
is non-elemental and will be expanded into the contingency term:
Target Contingency type Effector
Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)] ! <boolean>
<boolean> OR Pbs2_[( Thr518)]-{p}
<boolean> OR Pbs2_[( Ser514)]-{p}
Note, that this is not a biological valid statement but a valid statement in the reconstruction
process.
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2.1.9 Structured contingencies
A complex described by contingencies, can have multiple subunits containing the same molecule,
which leads to ambiguities, because we do not know if both molecules are the same or different.
Additional ambiguity is added, when combining different contingencies, e.g. nested Boolean-
contingency terms (Boolean statements that contain other Boolean statements) if we use a
homo-dimer or a rxncon reaction acting on a reactant with the same name. This ambiguity
can be resolved by using structured complexs. Therefore, we introduce structural indices. The
structural index of a Boolean statement is defined in a namespace, which is labelled by the
name of the Boolean statement. Within such a namespace every structure is well defined by the
indices of the specifications. To assign the specifications between Boolean statements or Boolean
statements and reactants of a reaction term we have to map the indices between the namespaces
of the different Boolean statements or reaction terms. If we have to consider multiple Boolean
statements on the same Target, e.g. different complexes influencing the same reaction term, the
namespace has to be merged to obtain unambiguous molecules. To ensure a unique mapping
of specifications we add an equivalence statement to the Boolean statements (Figure 2.3B). The
first element after the name of the Boolean statement refers to the namespace we are in (Target)
and the second refers to the namespace of the Effector (Boolean statement), which we want to
assign to the first element. Note, the namespace is a structure to organise the molecules within
a contingency term, allowing the reuse of the same molecule name in different context. The
notation <namespace>’.’<protein>@<structure index> can be used to refer directly to a certain
component, where the ’.’ separates the different namespaces. Within the namespace of the
rxncon reaction we define that the first reactant (Pbs2) has always the structure index 0 and the
second reactant (Hog1) has always the structure index 1. In the Hog1 example, the introduced
equivalence statement <pbs2-active>Pbs2@0=Pbs2@1 affirms that Pbs2 in the rxncon reaction
is the same as the Pbs2 with structural index 1 in the Boolean <pbs2-active>:
Target Contingency type Effector
Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)] ! <pbs2-active>Pbs2@0=Pbs2@1
<pbs2-active> AND Pbs2@1_[(Thr518)]-{p}
<pbs2-active> AND Pbs2@1_[(Ser514)]-{p}
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This is useful in larger systems to reuse contingencies, e.g. multiple phosphorylations as
precondition for different rxncon reactions. For the Hog1 example we can find two critical
constraints for the phosphorylation of Hog1 by Pbs2: 1) the activity of Pbs2 and 2) that Pbs2
and Hog1 are bound to each other [137, 138]:
Target Contingency type Effector
Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)] ! <hog1-p>Pbs2@0=Pbs2@2
<hog1-p> AND Pbs2@2_[HBD1]–Hog1_[CD]
<hog1-p> AND <pbs2-active>Pbs2@2=Pbs2@1
<pbs2-active> AND Pbs2@1_[(Thr518)]-{p}
<pbs2-active> AND Pbs2@1_[(Ser514)]-{p}
The equivalence assignment <hog1-p>Pbs2@0=Pbs2@2 states that the Pbs2 in the rxncon reaction
is the same as the Pbs2 with the structural index 2 in the Boolean statement <hog1-p>. In
addition, the assignment <pbs2-active>Pbs2@2=Pbs2@1 states that Pbs2 with the structural
index 1 in the Boolean statement <pbs2-active> is the same as the Pbs2 in the namespace of
<hog1-p> with structural index 2. This leads to the equivalence: Pbs2@0 = <hog1-p>.Pbs2@2 =
<hog1-p>.<pbs2-active>.Pbs2@1.
We handle all contingency Effectors on a certain reaction term internally by Boolean state-
ment of ANDs. To ensure a unique identifiability of the different molecules we assign a default
structure if no structure or no equivalence statement is given. If no structure is given, we
assume that all molecules with the same name are pointing to the same molecules defined in
the rxncon complex as well as in the Target. If a structure is given but no equivalence statement,
we assume that the molecules with structural index differ from molecules with different or no
structural index as well as from the reactants. Hence, after constructing a rxncon system every
molecule within the reconstructed rxncon system has a unique index and every Effector of a
contingency term a unique structure.
2.1.10 Input states and output reactions
The phosphorylation of Hot1 leads to a number of downstream reactions, e.g. the accumulation
of glycerol [114, 115]. Glycerol acts as osmolyte and increases the turgor pressure of the cell,
which is required for growth [114]. To describe this physiological effect or other complicated
regulatory mechanism, which are not in the scope of the reconstruction we can use global
output reaction and global input states as black boxes. Therefore, we can define that the
phosphorylated form of Hot1 (Hot1-{p}) starts the different downstream processes in our
reconstruction. Hence, we can included a global output reaction [Turgor], which requires
phosphorylated Hot1, e.g. [Turgor]; ! Hot1-{p}. The increased turgor pressure is required
for the auto-phosphorylation reaction of Sln1. This can be realised by including an input state
[Turgor], e.g. Sln1_ap+_Sln1_[(r)]; ! [Turgor]. Input states and output reactions of the
same name are related to each other, meaning that the input state [Turgor] is depends on the
output reaction [Turgor].
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2.2 Ensuring a valid rxncon system
A rxncon system consists of one or more rxncon reactions and zero or more contingencies.
After loading the rxncon reconstruction we need two additional steps to ensure a valid rxncon
system: 1) Finalising step and 2) Validating step. Within the Finalising step we expand all
non-elemental contingency terms, we structure all non-structured contingency Effectors and
expand the FullyNeutral state if available (applies only to synthesis reactions). The Validation
step follows the Finalising step and checks the consistency of the rxncon system. A rxncon
system is consistent if: 1) all elemental states appearing in a contingency Effector are produced,
consumed or synthesised by an elemental reaction, 2) all elemental reactions that are Target of
at least one contingency are defined within the list of rxncon reactions, 3) all Effectors within
the list of regulatory constraints are valid and 4) all reaction-contingency terms have at least
one satisfiable solution. Since, both steps are depending on properties of the rxncon system
they can only be processed after the complete rxncon system is known.
2.2.1 Valid Effector
A Boolean-contingency term has four different types of Effectors - rxncon state and the Boolean
terms NOT, AND and OR - and those Effectors must fulfil different constraints to be valid (Table
2.3).
Table 2.3: The validity of Effectors within a contingency term.
Effector Handshake molecule Validity
rxncon state Components of the rxn-con state Always
Boolean term NOT
on Effector
Depends on the Effector
the Boolean term NOT is
applied on
If the Effector, the Boolean
term NOT is applied on, is
valid
Boolean term AND
on different Effec-
tors
The union of the hand-
shake molecules of the Ef-
fector
1) All Effectors are valid
2) The intersection of the
handshake molecules of
the Effectors is not empty
Boolean term OR on
different Effectors
The intersection of the
handshake molecules of
the Effector
1) All Effectors are valid
2) The intersection of the
handshake molecules of
the Effectors is not empty
We define that a rxncon state, representing the most basic Effector, is always a valid Effector.
The validity of a Boolean-contingency term depends on the validity of its Effector. If the Effector
is not a rxncon state, we have to make sure that the nested Boolean terms NOT, AND and OR are
valid Effectors. An Effector can be used to describe a rxncon complex by a Boolean term AND.
Every molecule defined within this rxncon complex can be used to establish contact to a rxncon
reaction (so called handshake molecules). To make sure that the Effector, describing an AND
rxncon complex is valid all rxncon states within the rxncon complex have to be fully connected
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to each other, e.g.:
Target Contingency type Effector
A_[x]_ppi_B_[y] ! <bool>
<bool> AND A_[c]–C_[a]
<bool> AND C_[d]–D_[c]
shows that all molecules defined in the rxncon complex are connected via A with the rxncon
reaction. In case of multiple rxncon complexes within an AND rxncon complex, each sub-complex
has to be connected to the rxncon reaction via one of its handshake molecules, e.g.:
Target Contingency type Effector
A_[x]_ppi_B_[y] ! <bool>
<bool> AND A_[c]–C_[a]
<bool> AND C_[d]–D_[c]
<bool> AND B_[e]–E_[b]
shows two defined sub-complexes connected to the reaction.
If a rxncon complex is defined by a Boolean term OR, there must be a shared handshake
molecule over all rxncon states within the rxncon complex. If this is not the case, one handshake
molecule of each rxncon state, used within the rxncon complex should be connected to the
reaction term. The Boolean term NOT can only be applied on one Effector and hence, is valid if
this Effector is valid. These additional constraints ensure that Boolean statements are still valid,
even if they are reused in a different context within other contingency terms.
2.2.2 Satisfiability
All reconstructed contingency terms within a rxncon system have to be satisfiable. The Boolean
satisfiability problem (also referred as SAT) describes the problem of determining if a solution
for a certain Boolean statement exists. In case a solution does not exists, the Boolean statement
will be stated as unsatisfiable, e.g. in perspective of rxncon the Effector term of:
Target Contingency type Effector
<bool> AND A_[c]–C_[a]
<bool> AND <notBool>
<bool> NOT B_[e]–E_[b]
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is satisfiable because there exists a combination of True and False evaluating the Boolean
statement to True (A_[c]–C_[a]= True, B_[e]–E_[b]=False), whereas:
Target Contingency type Effector
<bool> AND A_[c]–C_[a]
<bool> AND <notBool>
<bool> NOT A_[c]–C_[a]
is unsatisfiable. SAT is an NP-complete problem, meaning that there is no algorithm that
efficiently solves all SAT problems. However, there exist heuristic SAT-algorithms that are able
to solve many practical boolean satisfiability problems sufficiently as, e.g. picoSAT [141, 142].
This issue is further discussed in Chapter 3.
To find valid solutions for a reconstructed contingency, we have to fulfil additional constraints
on the contingency terms. First, within a solution the elemental states should not be mutually
exclusive. Second, the effector should be valid and third, if the Target of the respective Boolean
statement is an elemental reaction the rxncon states influencing the rxncon reaction need to be
connected to the reactants of this rxncon reaction. In case, a component of a specification does
not map to the reactant, there needs to be at least one path from a reactant to the respective
specification over a bound rxncon state. Note, not every solution of a Boolean-contingency term
has to be a valid solution. It is sufficient that at least one solution is satisfiable, meaning that it
contains no mutually exclusive rxncon states and is connected.
To evaluate if the reconstructed contingencies are satisfiabil, we expand all contingencies to
elemental contingencies, because elemental reactions produce, consume, synthesise (in case of
general synthesis) and degrade (if the degraded component has internal states) only elemental
states. The expansion of non-elemental states results in either a Boolean OR of elemental states
or a single elemental state. The resulting expression can then be solved. The Effector of
reaction-contingency terms consist either of elemental states or Boolean statements, represented
by Boolean-contingency terms (describing complexes). The verification is done by linking the
implementation of rxncon to picoSAT [142], included in the python package PyEDA [143]).
2.2.3 Non-satisfiable contingencies
Contingencies can contain contradictory statements which are not satisfiable. In this context
satisfiable means that we can construct at least one statement from the contingencies, which
does not contain mutually exclusive rxncon states and ensures that all molecules are connected
to at least one reactant. For instance, if we define the following statements:
Target Contingency type Effector
Hog1_p+_Hot1_[(hog1)] ! Hog1_[(Thy176)]-{p}
Hog1_p+_Hot1_[(hog1)] ! Hog1_[(Thy176)]-{0}
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which can also be written as:
Target Contingency type Effector
Hog1_p+_Hot1_[(hog1)]; <nsc>
<nsc> AND Hog1_[(Thy176)]-{p}
<nsc> AND Hog1_[(Thy176)]-{0}
We expect that the rxncon reaction happens if Hog1 is both, phosphorylated and unphosphory-
lated, on the same residue at the same time which is contradictory, because both are mutually
exclusive. Such statements will be rejected. The same holds for non-connected contingencies:
Target Contingency type Effector
Hog1_p+_Hot1_[(hog1)] ! <nsc>
<nsc> AND Hog1_[(Thy176)]-{p}
<nsc> AND Hog1_[(Thy176)]-{0}
<nsc> AND Pbs2@2_[(T518)]-{p}
Here Pbs@2 refers to a protein which is not connected to either of the reactants Hog1 or Hot1. If
there is no overlap with the rxncon reaction, the contingency has to be rejected, because there is
no relation between the different molecules.
2.3 Reconstructed models and visual validation
To demonstrate a complete reconstruction in rxncon syntax, we applied the reconstruction on a
simplified version of the human insulin pathway [66] and the Hog mitogen-activated protein
kinase pathway for Saccharomyces cerevisiae (taken from [144]). The reconstruction of the Hog
pathway consists of 11 rxncon reactions and 6 contingencies (Supplementary File SF1). The
reconstructed insulin pathway consists of 23 rxncon reactions, defining the reaction layer and
20 contingencies, defining the regulatory layer (Supplementary File SF2). The reaction layer of a
rxncon reconstruction can be visualised as a rxncon reaction graph (Figure 2.4)
2.3.1 Reaction graph
Large-scale networks can be difficult to understand. Therefore, it is important to provide
a possibility of visualising the underlying information in a condensed way, enabling a first
visual inspection of the network. The reaction graph represents the topological structure of the
reconstructed network (reaction layer), using directed and undirected edges of the reconstructed
network. We consider three categories of nodes: graphical-component nodes, representing the
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Figure 2.4: Reaction graph of the insulin pathway. The rxncon reaction graph visualises the
reaction layer of the reconstructed network. In this graph insulin (top component) is connected
to PI3K as well as to SOS (two bottom-most components).
component information of a specification as well as graphical-domain nodes and graphical-
residue nodes, representing the Locus information. The inclusion of locus information makes
the reaction graph similar to contact maps [135, 145]. Both graphs show only the structural
information and leave out any regulatory information, compared to extended contact maps,
which can consider regulatory information, e.g. if a binding depends on a modification.
The edges show the relation between the different specifications with respect to the defined
rxncon reactions. We consider five types of edges: undirected interaction edges, unidirectional
modification edges, bidirectional modification edges as well as degradation and synthesis edges.
The source and target of the edges is defined by the resolution of the rxncon reaction (Table
2.4).
Table 2.4: Reaction graph edges.
Edge type Directionality Description
Interaction Undirectional edge from a domain level to adomain level
Unidirectional
modification
Unidirectional Pointing from a component level
to a residue level
Bidirectional modi-
fication
Bidirectional Pointing from a residue level to
a residue level
Synthesis Unidirectional Pointing from a component levelto a component level
Degradation Unidirectional Pointing from a component levelto a component level
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The edges correspond to rxncon reactions and a chain of rxncon reactions is required but not
sufficient for information transfer.
2.3.2 Species-Reaction graph
The species-reaction graph represents a detailed view of the regulatory mechanism of a re-
constructed network and shows the information flow through the network. In contrast to
the reaction graph the species-reaction graph includes the information about the causality
between nodes of the network. We consider five categories of nodes: 1) graphical-reaction
nodes, representing elemental reactions, 2) graphical-state nodes, representing elemental states,
3) graphical-Boolean nodes, representing Boolean contingency terms, 4) graphical-component
nodes, representing global quantities, e.g. input states and output reactions and 5) graphical-
component nodes, representing components which do not contain any rxncon states but get
regulated by the rxncon system. Figure 2.5 shows the visualisation of the regulatory layer of
the insulin pathway as a rxncon species-reaction graph.
The edges are unidirectional and depict the information flow through the graph. However,
in contrast to the Influence graph [146], the effect of the graphical-reaction and state nodes is
strictly separated by different edge types. We consider two categories of edges: contingency
edges and reaction edges. Each contingency type listed above has a separate edge. The edges
are pointing from graphical-state nodes to either graphical-Boolean nodes or graphical-reaction
nodes. Additionally, we have six edge types showing the effect of rxncon reactions on rxncon
states (Table 2.5).
Table 2.5: Species-reaction graph edges.
Edge type Description
produce Pointing from a graphical-reaction node to graphical-state nodes,which get produced.
consumed Pointing from a graphical-reaction node to graphical-state nodes,which get consumed.
synthesise
Pointing from a graphical-reaction node to graphical-state nodes
in their neutral form belonging to a component which is synthe-
sised by a rxncon reaction.
degrade
Pointing from a graphical-reaction node to graphical-state nodes
belonging to a component which is degraded by a rxncon reac-
tion.
maybe_degraded
Pointing from a graphical-reaction node to graphical-state nodes
belonging to a component which is degraded by a rxncon reac-
tion but these rxncon states are not explicitly mentioned in the
contingencies or they are the complement of protected rxncon
states.
source_state Pointing from a graphical-reaction node to graphical-state nodes,which are required as sources for the rxncon reaction.
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Figure 2.5: Species-reaction graph of the insulin pathway, shows a detailed view of the
regulatory layer of the reconstructed network. The reaction edges depict which elemental
reactions produce or consume which elemental states. Source state edges indicate the source of
an elemental reaction. The contingency edges depict the regulatory relation between elemental
states and elemental reactions. Elemental states defined within Boolean contingencies are
connected through graphical-Boolean nodes. In this graph, we can follow the information flow
from the receptor binding the ligand IR_[lig]_i+_insulin_[IR] through the pathway until it
reaches the two reconstructed output reactions: [PI3K] and [RAS].
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A path from input to output is required but not sufficient for information transfer. Those
graphs are useful to check whether it is possible to transmit the information through the
network. In contrast to ’story’ the regulatory graph visualises simultaneously all possible
information paths through the network for a certain event. However, it is only meaningful to
proceed to the model generation and evaluation step (Chapter 3) if the inputs and outputs are
connected.
To demonstrate the scalability of the reconstruction language, we applied the method on
the pheromone response pathway of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We choose this pathway to
benchmark rxncon due to the existence of a well annotated and detailed rule-based model [147].
We previously translated this model to rxncon [121] making it readily available for analysis.
However, we adapted the model according to the changes in the newest version of the rxncon
language. The rule-based model contains 229 rules with 200 parameters (166 unknown) which
define a state space of over 200.000 distinct microstates based on 20 components [147, 148]. In
comparison, the rxncon reconstruction of the yeast pheromone model contains 107 elemental
reactions and 190 contingencies (Supplementary File SF3). We added undefined catalysts (UC)
or catalysts for the ones we have no evidence for but are needed for a meaningful model. The
reconstructed pheromone model has too many nodes and edges to be visualized with the
species-reaction graph and is instead visualised with the regulatory graph, a sparse version of
the species-reaction graph (Figure 2.6).
2.3.3 Regulatory graph
The regulatory graph is a sparse version of the species-reaction graph. In contrast to the
species-reaction graph and the influence graph, the regulatory graph overviews the regulatory
mechanisms of a reconstructed network by omitting the visualisation of neutral states, which
reduces the complexity of the graph. Neutral states are implicitly encoded in graphical-
component nodes, which are only visualised if there are degradation or synthesis reactions
applied on the respective component. If a neutral state is given as Effector, this state will be
included and visualised as a nested Boolean term of ORs of NOTs of its complements. Hence,
events as well of feedbacks can be visualised in a condensed and clearer way compared to the
species-reaction graph.
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Figure 2.6: Regulatory graph of the pheromone pathway, shows a the regulatory layer of
the reconstructed network. The reaction edges depict which elemental reactions produce or
consume which elemental states. The contingency edges depict the regulatory relation between
elemental states and elemental reactions. Elemental states defined within Boolean contingencies
are connected through graphical-Boolean nodes. In this graph, we can follow the information
flow from the receptor binding the ligand Pher_[Ste2]_i+_Ste2_[Pher] through the pathway
until it reaches the regulatory reactions for Ste12.
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2.4 Summary
• This chapter introduces the network reconstruction using the rxncon language.
• The rxncon language is based on context free grammar.
• We separate the reconstruction into decontextualised rxncon reaction and their con-
tingencies.
• rxncon reactions produce, consume, synthesis or degrade rxncon states and describe
the reaction layer of the rxncon system.
• Contingencies are contextual constraints on rxncon reactions, describing the regula-
tory layer.
CHAPTER 3
Network validation using Boolean modelling
This Chapter deals with the new bipartite Boolean model formalism based on the syntax and
semantics of rxncon (Chapter 2). I show that we are able to predict meaningful biological
functions on a system level and that this approach is a powerful tool to validate and simulate
even large-scale signal transduction networks.
The reconstruction process described in Chapter 2 results in a mechanistic model, containing
two layers of information: the regulatory layer, containing causal effects of elemental states on
elemental reactions (contingency information) and the reaction layer, containing the rxncon
reaction information of the rxncon system. After an initial reconstruction, the next step within
the iterative reconstruction process is the validation of the network by reproducing an input-
output relation of the network which can be validated with experimental data, e.g. phenotypical
or functional data. Discrepancies between in silico prediction and in vivo data helps to discover
knowledge gaps and to extend the model. This can be done in an iterative workflow - model
building, model validation, gap finding and gap filling – to develop and debug the network
[136].
For an in silico model validation we need a simple mathematical model that is able to predict
the expected outcome with respect to a certain input signal. The translation of a network,
representing a biological structure, into a quantitative model requires additional knowledge
about rate laws and kinetic parameters as well as the integration of data from different levels
in the case of large-scale models, e.g. whole cell models (see Chapter 1), which often need a
large amount of experimental data. Furthermore, the high resolution of quantitative models can
often not be satisfied with experimental data, leading to additional difficulties with respect to
model building and low confidence in the analysis process. Hence, there is a need to simulate
these systems at the qualitative level.
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3.1 Boolean modelling in general
A quantitative model can be divided into a qualitative and a quantitative layer [133]. The
qualitative layer requires information about the model topology, e.g. components, states,
reactions and, in case of a signal-transduction model, their regulation, e.g. contingencies [149].
An advantage of simulating the qualitative layer is that it does not require kinetic parameters
but enables a description of the qualitative dynamic behaviour. The community developed
different methods to analyse the structure of a network. A common method is the Boolean
model, first introduced in 1969 by Kauffmann [150] and used to simulate gene regulatory
networks [150, 151].
Boolean models use logical operators (Table 3.1) to connect variables (literals), which can
have two distinct logical values, 0 and 1.
Table 3.1: Table of logical operators
Sign In words
^ Logical AND / conjunction / intersection
_ Logical OR / disjunction / union
¬ Logical NOT / complement
Literals that are connected by logical operators are called Boolean terms, which can be used
to express any Boolean function and therefore, any logical expression. In rxncon, we use Boolean
terms to describe biological complexes within the contingency term and call the literals of a
Boolean Term Effectors (see Chapter 2). Each literal is described by a Boolean function, for which
a single logical value is calculated. Different Boolean functions can be assigned as logically
equivalent if we get the same output, using the same input, e.g. ¬(A ^ B) == ¬(A) _ ¬(B) are
equivalent as stated by the DeMorgan Theorem (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2: Table of logical equivalence, defined by the DeMorgan Theorem.
A B ¬(A ^ B) ¬(A) _ ¬(B)
0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0
The logical algebra defines complete classes of logical equivalent statements, so called
normal forms. One of these normal forms is the disjunctive normal form (DNF), defining that
disjunction terms only contain conjunction terms (equation 3.1).[
i
\
j
(¬)xij (3.1)
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The counter part of the DNF is the conjunctive normal form (CNF, equation 3.2).\
i
[
j
(¬)xij (3.2)
The DNF and CNF are used later on to calculate the influence of degradation reaction nodes on
the system and to describe Boolean components of the system, respectively (discussed 3.5.1).
A reconstructed network based on the Boolean logic can be represented as a Boolean network.
This network is defined as a graph G(V, E), containing nodes (Boolean nodes) V = x1, . . . , xn
that represent biological molecules or global quantities and edges E between those Boolean
nodes. The edges define Boolean update functions E = f1, . . . , fm, representing the causality
between different update steps (time points). Each Boolean node xi has a Boolean state at
time point t that can take two distinct logical values xi(t) 2 {0, 1}, representing the absence or
presence of molecule properties, e.g. modifications or bindings.
The Boolean state representing a molecule xi at time point t+ 1 is determined by the Boolean
function fi 2 E that evaluates the Boolean states of Boolean nodes, influencing xi at time point t.
The change of the logical value from xi(t) to xi(t+ 1) is called transition and can be defined by:
xi(t+ 1) = f (xj1(i) (t), xj2(i) (t), . . . , xjk(i) (t)) (3.3)
where k(i) is the regulator of xj and jk(i) is the mapping between different Boolean nodes
at time point t influencing x. This can also be written as x(t+ 1) = f (x(t)). The transition
between nodes is deterministic: given a Boolean state xi(t), its successor Boolean state xi(t+ 1)
is unique.
All Boolean states at time t can be described by a Boolean state vector S(t) (vector of Boolean
states) of the network at time t: S(t) = (x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t)). Since every Boolean state xi can
only take the logical values {0, 1} at time point t, the dimensionality of the Boolean state space
(number of all possible Boolean state vectors) is 2n, where n is the number of Boolean nodes.
The number of Boolean nodes in a model representing a biological system is finite, hence, the
Boolean state space is finite. Amongst others, the Boolean state space consists of attractors
and transient state vectors, leading to attractors. The point attractor or singleton attractor
describes a Boolean state vector that cannot be left once it is reached, whereas the cyclic attractor
describes Boolean state vectors that can be reached periodically during a simulation. However,
the simulation of time within a Boolean model strongly depends on the way the nodes are
updated during the simulation. The most simple Boolean simulation uses the synchronous
update, which affects all Boolean nodes in each time step, whereas the asynchronous update
only affects a subset of Boolean nodes. The selection of the affected subset depends on the
selection method, e.g. random selection [152, 153]. In this thesis I use only the synchronous
update for Boolean simulations.
3.2 Related work
A classical Boolean modelling approach is to model each protein as a node. Due to the
simplicity and scalability of this approach Boolean modelling is frequently used to analyse the
qualitative behaviour of signal-transduction networks [154, 155, 156]. However, modelling each
protein as a single node is problematic, because many signalling components are differentially
activated for different downstream mechanisms. The generic activation or inactivation through
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the lack of mechanistic detailed information, e.g. crosstalk between pathways by a protein
which is differentially modified, makes the classical Boolean approach not suitable to model
signal-transduction networks.
To overcome this problem Boolean model formalisms were developed that are able to
handle mechanistic information [144, 157, 158] (further reading [159]), which can be used
for the detailed description of signalling events. One Boolean model approach combines
rule-based and site-specific logical modelling and therefore, requires threshold parameters
on top of a fully parametrised rule-based model, which makes this approach unsuitable for
large-scale signal transduction networks [158]. An alternative Boolean model approach is the
bipartite Boolean model that is able to distinguish between different downstream functions of
biological components [144]. Therefore, the network is described in terms of elemental reactions
(reaction nodes) and elemental states (Boolean state nodess), enabling an approximation of the
underlying qualitative dynamics of the reconstructed network. For rxncon 2.0, we developed a
new bipartite Boolean modelling formalism (bBM) that is a reinvention and only loosely related
to the previous version of the bipartite Boolean model [144]. Now we are able to translate
any rxncon network into a uniquely defined, executable bipartite Boolean model based on
two generic update functions for state nodes and reaction nodes, which do not require further
parametrisation or optimisation at the system level.
3.3 The bipartite Boolean model
The main objective of the bipartite Boolean model is to represent the qualitative layer of a
rule-based model – a model representing the dynamics of the system without any kinetic
parameters, relative concentration or rate laws. To keep the the bipartite nature of the rxncon
network within the Boolean network, we separate the Boolean nodes into two sets, one set
representing elemental reactions and output reactions, so called reaction nodes R = {Ri}
with i = 1, . . . ,NR (NR is the number of reaction nodes) and one set representing elemental
states and input states, so called state nodes S = {Si} with i = 1, . . . ,NS (NS is the number
of state nodes). Note, the following explanations are with respect to reaction and state nodes
representing elemental states and elemental reactions if not stated otherwise. The handling of
reaction nodes, representing output reactions and state nodes, representing input states will be
discussed in detail later.
The Boolean update function for reaction and state nodes are based on two distinct sets of
edges: transition edges, describing the influence of a reaction node on the logical value of a
state node and contingency edges, describing the regulation of the logical value of a reaction
node by contingencies (a set of state nodes). The two sets of Boolean nodes and the two sets
of edges are used to describe the dependencies within the regulatory structure. However,
we need additional assumptions to translate the regulatory structure into a bipartite Boolean
model. The first assumption states that the logical value of a state node is derived from a local
equilibrium motif (Figure 3.3), meaning that (in absence of degradation) the state nodes are
active if the reactions producing the state nodes are active. The second assumption states that
a state node is active if the rxncon state is abundant enough to be measured and therefore,
functionally important for the system. This in turn implies that if the state node is not active,
the rxncon state is not functionally important for the biological system. The third assumption
states that any microstate (see Chapter 2) described by the intersection of elemental states is
present in the Boolean system as long as the required individual state nodes are active. The
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combination of assumptions one and two imply that a state node (in the presence of production
and consumption and absence of synthesis and degradation reactions) can only be turned off if
and only if the reaction node producing the state node is inhibited. Assumption three ensures
that contingencies defined on a single molecule-level (as it is the case in rxncon systems, see
Chapter 2), can be translated into systems-level quantities. All three assumptions enable the
construction of generic update functions for state nodes that represent elemental states and
reaction nodes that represent elemental reactions.
We have to translate the rxncon model into a set of reaction nodes and a set of state nodes
to build the bipartite Boolean model. In addition to state nodes, representing elemental states,
we enable the representation of state nodes which do not carry any further structure, e.g.
modification or binding, so called generic component state nodes. The explicit modelling
of generic component state nodes enables synthesis and degradation by generic proteins
and the modelling of kinases as well as the regulation of such reaction nodes through the
generic component state nodes. Since reaction nodes are representing elemental reactions, e.g.
interaction or modification reactions, they fall into four distinct categories depending on the
effect on their target states: production, consumption, synthesis and degradation and hence,
they carry the information needed to create update functions. The different effects of rxncon
reactions on rxncon states are defined by the skeleton rule - representing the reaction layer
(Chapter 2). Additionally, elemental reactions are subject to contingencies - the regulatory layer.
The reaction and the regulatory layer together with a few basic assumptions are sufficient to
define the complete bipartite Boolean model.
3.4 The expected behaviour of a small reaction circuit
We designed two minimal circuits, one for interaction reactions and one for modification
reactions, on the basis of already known biological systems to develop the update rules for the
Boolean model. For both circuits we know the outcome to specific input signals, hence, we know
the expected behaviour of the system. Those circuits can then be combined to more complex
interaction systems, e.g. large-scale signal transduction networks. The first minimal circuit is
designed to represent the expected behaviour of modification reactions and consists of two
elemental states: a neutral elemental state and a phosphorylated elemental state. Additionally,
Table 3.3: Different effects of rxncon reactions on rxncon states within the minimal modification
circuit.
Reaction neutral state (A-{0}) modified rxncon state (A-{P})
Phosphorylation (p+) Consumed Produced
De-phosphorylation (p-) Produced Consumed
Synthesis (syn) Synthesised N/A
Degradation (deg) Degraded Degraded
we added four elemental reactions to the system: one phosphorylation reaction (p+), producing
the phosphorylated rxncon state and consuming the neutral state; one de-phosphorylation
reaction (p-), producing the neutral state and consuming the phosphorylated rxncon state; one
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synthesis reaction, synthesising the neutral state; one degradation reaction, degrading both, the
neutral and the phosphorylated rxncon state (Figure 3.1, Table 3.3).
The second minimal circuit is designed to represent the expected behaviour of an interaction
reaction, consisting of three elemental states: two unbound neutral elemental states and one
elemental interaction state. In addition, we added four elemental reactions to the system: one
protein-protein interaction forward reaction (ppi+), producing the elemental interaction state
and consuming both unbound neutral states; one protein-protein interaction reverse reaction
(ppi-), producing both unbound neutral states and consuming the rxncon interaction state; one
synthesis reaction synthesising one of the unbound neutral states; one degradation reaction
degrading component A, contained in the unbound neutral state and the rxncon interaction
state. In case of the degradation of the rxncon interaction state we expect that the rxncon
interaction state gets consumed and the binding partner, which is not target of the degradation,
gets released to the system (Figure 3.2, Table 3.4).
Table 3.4: Different effects of rxncon reactions on rxncon states within the minimal interaction
circuit.
Reaction neutral unboundstate A--0
neutral unbound
state B--0
rxncon interaction
state A--B
ppi forward
reaction (ppi+) Consumed Consumed Produced
ppi reverse
reaction (ppi-) Produced Produced Consumed
Synthesis (syn) Synthesised N/A N/A
Degradation (deg) Degraded N/A Degraded
The different logical tables depend on the different literals in the update function, repre-
senting a local equilibrium. A system in absence of reaction nodes will have no transition of
the logical value of the state nodes and hence, they will remain as initiated (Figure 3.1B). If we
include different combinations of producing and consuming reactions, e.g. the phosphorylation
and de-phosphorylation reaction nodes as in the first minimal circuit, we expect three different
outcomes: 1) if only the phosphorylation reaction node is active, we expect the Boolean compo-
nent to get into a fully phosphorylated Boolean state, i.e. the neutral state node disappears, 2)
if only the de-phosphorylation reaction node is active we expect the Boolean component to get
into a fully de-phosphorylated Boolean state, i.e. the phosphorylated state node disappears and
3) if both reaction nodes are active we expect both forms to be active in an equilibrium (Figure
3.3). For all these cases we require the Boolean component to be present. However, it is not
important to know which state node of the Boolean component is available (Figure 3.1C). This
behaviour also holds for the second minimal circuit.
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Figure 3.1: Expected behaviour of minimal modification circuit. Here, we show a minimal
modification circuit with four reactions and two elemental states of a generic protein (A). A) The
minimal modification circuit: A generic protein is synthesised (syn), degraded (deg), phospho-
rylated (p+) and de-phosphorylated (p-). B) In a Boolean system with inactive reaction nodes,
we expect that the state nodes in steady state will remain the same as the initial state nodes. C)
In a system with inactive protein turnover (syn, deg) but an active phosphorylation reaction
node, we expect that the protein will be fully phosphorylated in steady state. Furthermore, we
expect that the phosphorylated state node is inactive if only the de-phosphorylation reaction
node is active. In this case, the protein will be fully de-phosphorylated in steady state. With
both reactions active, we expect both state nodes to be present at equilibrium. For all these cases,
we require the Boolean component to be present. D) In a system with an active degradation
node but inactive synthesis node, neither of the two state nodes will be present regardless of
the (de-)phosphorylation reactions and initial states. E) In a system with protein synthesis
and phosphorylation, both state nodes will be active, regardless of the presence of the other
reactions and the initial values. Without phosphorylation, only the unmodified state node
will be active in the system, except if degradation and phosphorylation are inactive but the
phosphorylated state node is present initially. As no reactions affect the phosphorylated protein,
it will remain in the system (compare panel B).
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Figure 3.2: Expected behaviour of minimal interaction circuit. Here, we show a minimal
interaction circuit with four reactions and three elemental states of two generic proteins (A,B).
A) The minimal interaction circuit: A generic protein is synthesised (syn), degraded (deg)
and undergoes an protein-protein forward (ppi+) and reverse (ppi-) interaction with another
generic protein. B) In a Boolean system with inactive reaction nodes, we expect that the state
nodes in steady state will remain the same as the initial state nodes. C) For the following cases,
we assume that the respective Boolean components are present in the system. In a system with
inactive protein turnover (syn, deg) but an active ppi+ reaction node, the protein will be fully
bound to the other protein in steady state. Furthermore, we expect that the interaction state
node is inactive if only the ppi- reaction node is active. In this case, both proteins will be
fully unbound in steady state. With both reactions active, we expect all three state nodes to be
present at equilibrium. D) In a system with an active degradation node but inactive synthesis
node, the unbound state node A--0 and the interaction state node are inactive regardless of
the ppi reactions and initial states. Only the unbound state node B--0 will be active if the state
node is present initially or the interaction state node is active, which will produce the state
node B--0 during degradation. E) In a system with protein synthesis and ppi+, the synthesised
unbound state node and the interaction state node will be active, regardless of the presence of
the other reactions and the initial values. Without ppi+, only the unbound state nodes will be
active in the system, except if degradation and ppi+ are inactive but the interaction state node
is present initially. As no reactions affect the interaction protein, it will remain in the system
(compare panel B).
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Figure 3.3: Rate equilibrium comparison between quantitative and qualitative models. The
quantitative and a qualitative system have two different states: unphosphorylated (0) and
phosphorylated (P). The inner graph shows a quantitative system, assuming Michaelis-Menten
kinetics. I) The rate constants are identical, II) Phosphorylation is an order of magnitude faster.
In both cases, the concentration of state P increases and the concentration of the state 0 decreases
but both states will be present at equilibrium. To describe this system level behaviour within
a qualitative model, the forward reaction has to be qualitatively dominant over the reverse
reaction (from the perspective of each state), ensuring that both state nodes (0, P) are active in a
reaction cycle where forward and reverse reaction nodes are active. This assumption is used in
the bipartite Boolean model logic accordingly.
If we add a degradation reaction node to the modification circuit, we expect the complete
Boolean component to be degraded regardless of the previously introduced reaction nodes and
initial state nodes (Figure 3.1D). However, if we add a synthesis reaction node, we expect a
similar behaviour as for phosphorylation and de-phosphorylation reaction nodes, meaning that
we expect the state nodes that are synthesised and degraded to be present in an equilibrium.
Additionally, we expect the modified state nodes of synthesised Boolean components to appear
as soon as the phosphorylation reaction node is present even if the state nodes get degraded.
However, if the synthesised state node appears but the phosphorylation reaction node is not
active, we also don’t expect to observe the phosphorylated state node as active. If there is
no reaction node producing the phosphorylated state node, we have two possibilities: 1) the
phosphorylated state node is present, hence, only stable in the absence of the de-phosphorylation
and the degradation reaction node and 2) the phosphorylated state node is not present, in
which case the state node will stay inactive. If all four reaction nodes are active, we expect both
state nodes to be active, regardless of the activity of the de-phosphorylation and degradation
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reaction node (Figure 3.1E).
The expected behaviour of the interaction circuit is similar to the modification circuit (Figure
3.2). However, within the interaction circuit an additional component is defined, which is not
synthesised or degraded. We expect that the degradation of the rxncon interaction state leads
to the release of the unbound neutral state of this component. Thereby, we make sure that the
component, which is not target of the degradation, stays in the system.
3.5 Constructing the generic update functions of the bipartite
Boolean model
The bipartite Boolean model is constructed in seven steps from a rxncon system. The first four
steps involve the collection of rxncon system information (e.g. rxncon components, rxncon
reactions and rxncon states) needed to construct the Boolean update functions and the last
three steps involve the construction of the update functions for state nodes, reaction nodes
and Boolean quantities. State nodes and reaction nodes are representing elemental states and
elemental reactions, respectively. Therefore, they inherit the properties of the elemental states
and elemental reactions they are representing (see Chapter 2).
3.5.1 Collecting rxncon system information
State nodes: The state nodes S = {Si} with i = 1, . . . ,NS, where NS is the number of state
nodes within the Boolean system, represent rxncon states. Elemental states carry the informa-
tion that is transferred through the biological network and hence, they are part of the regulatory
layer of the rxncon system.
Reaction nodes: The reaction nodes R = {Ri} with i = 1, . . . ,NR, where NR is the num-
ber of reaction nodes within the Boolean system, represents elemental reactions. Elemental
reactions contain the information about which elemental state (represented by a state node)
is produced, consumed, synthesised or degraded by an elemental reaction (represented by a
reaction node) and hence, they provide the reaction layer of the rxncon system. This information
is defined by the skeleton rule and integrated in the Boolean update function of the state node.
Production, consumption, synthesis and degradation reactions can be seen as Boolean terms
influencing the activity of a state node (Table 3.5).
p(Ri, Sj) =
(
1 if Ri produces Sj
0 otherwise
c(Ri, Sj) =
(
1 if Ri consumes Sj
0 otherwise
d(Ri, Sj) =
(
1 if Ri degrades Sj
0 otherwise
s(Ri, Sj) =
(
1 if Ri synthesis Sj
0 otherwise
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Table 3.5: Definition of production, consumption, degradation and synthesis in a Boolean
system.
Skeleton rule type Meaning in Boolean system
Production
Transition between source state nodes and Boolean nodes.
Evaluation of the Boolean term activates the targeted
Boolean nodes.
Consumption
Transition between source state nodes and Boolean nodes.
Evaluation of the Boolean term deactivates the targeted
Boolean nodes.
Synthesis
The evaluation of the Boolean term leads to an activation
of Boolean nodes representing neutral states and sharing
the synthesised rxncon component
Degradation The evaluation of the Boolean term leads to a deactivating
of Boolean nodes sharing the degraded rxncon component
If we add degradation reaction nodes, we have to take care of their special role within a Boolean
system. Degradation reaction nodes have both, a global and a local influence on the Boolean
system. They can remove specific state nodes (local influence) or entire Boolean components
(global influence) from the Boolean system. To integrate the degradation reaction node into the
Boolean system, we have to first find the rxncon components influenced by the degradation
reaction node and translate them into Boolean component expressions and second, check
if the degradation rxncon reaction is regulated or not. If the degradation rxncon reaction
is not regulated, all rxncon states sharing the same rxncon component should be degraded
and therefore, all state nodes being part of the respective Boolean component expression are
degraded. If the degradation rxncon reaction is regulated, the regulatory information has to be
integrated. This information has to be considered on top of the skeleton rule, because we have to
define which rxncon states are affected by the degradation rxncon reaction. Since the regulatory
information is represented by contingencies, defined as Boolean terms of elemental states, we
can calculate the disjunctive normal form (DNF, see 3.1) of the contingencies. The degradation
reaction node will be affected differently and will have a different effect on the Boolean system
by each of the conjunctive terms within the solution. Hence, we have to split the degradation
reaction node for each conjunctive term and map the respective regulatory information of the
conjunctive term on a Boolean expression of state nodes (Figure 3.4A). During this process, we
have to exclude or include mutually exclusive state nodes with respect to the regulatory effect.
If the degradation reaction node is inhibited by a state node, the mutually exclusive counterpart
of the state node will be degraded but if the state node is required then the mutually exclusive
counterpart will be protected from the degradation reaction node. However, in both cases, for
regulated as well as for unregulated degradation reaction nodes, interaction state nodes have
to be considered separately. If we degrade an interaction state node, the state node will be
consumed but the binding partner (under the assumption that the state node does not represent
a homo-dimer interaction state) will be released back to the Boolean system (Figure 3.4B). To
ensure a controlled release of binding partners to the Boolean system, we have to include a
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unique degradation for each interaction state node.
Therefore, we split the degradation reaction nodes in as many reactions nodes as there are
interaction state nodes and assign each degradation reaction node to a certain interaction state
node (Figure 3.4A).
We also have to add the information for synthesised state nodes to the respective synthesis
reaction node. We distinguish between direct synthesis of neutral state nodes and indirect
synthesis of non-neutral state nodes. A rxncon state is indirectly synthesised if the rxncon
state is produced and the consumed rxncon state is synthesised. In case of multiple consumed
rxncon states, e.g. rxncon interaction state, at least one of the consumed rxncon states has to be
synthesised while the other rxncon states should be active (equation (3.4)).
s (Sj) =
[
Rs2S
Rs [
[
Rp2P
Rp(
\
Sc2C
(Sc  Rg2G Rg) (3.4)
where S: Rs 2 R such that s(Rs, Sj), P: Rp 2 R such that p(Rp, Sj), C: Sc 2 S such that
c(Rp, Sc) and G: Rg 2 R such that s(Rg, Sc). Note, that for the indirect synthesis at least one of
the source state nodes of the reaction node has to be synthesised.
Boolean components: The Boolean components B = {Bi} represent the rxncon components
X = {Xi}, being part of rxncon states or involved in a rxncon reaction. Information about the
Boolean components are needed to construct the Boolean update function of the respective
reaction node. To precisely handle the rxncon components we introduced a Boolean expression
representing them
x(Xi) = (
\
Sa2A
(Sa
[
Sb2B
Sb)
, where A : Sa 2 S such that k(Sa,Xi) and B : Sb 2 S such that m(Sa, Sb) with:
k(Sa,Xi) =
(
1 if Xi is a component of Sa
0, otherwise
m(Sa, Sb) =
(
1 if Sb is mutually exclusive with Sa
0, otherwise
The Boolean expression contains all state nodes of rxncon states sharing a certain rxncon compo-
nent such that the logical value of this Boolean expression indicates if a component is available
in the Boolean system or not (this expression is further referred to as Boolean component
expression or component expression). For instance, the minimal modification circuit consists
of two mutually exclusive state nodes. The resulting Boolean component A is represented
by (A  {p} _ A  {0}). Hence, we are able to uniquely represent and evaluate the rxncon
components in our system. To define all Boolean component expressions of the Boolean sys-
tem we retrieve the information about which elemental state is part of which rxncon component.
Regulatory constraints: The regulatory constraints C = {Ci} with i = 1, . . . ,NC, where NC
is the number of contingencies, are a mapping from the contingencies of a rxncon reaction
(represented by the respective reaction node) to state nodes, influencing the reaction node
through contingency edges. The function q(Ri,Ci) calculates the contingencies regulating a
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Figure 3.4: The processing of degradation reactions. The interpretation of degradation re-
actions depends on their regulation. A) shows two different ways to integrate degradation
reactions into a Boolean system. If the degradation reaction is not regulated (left path), all
state nodes containing the respective component will be considered for degradation. If the
degradation reaction node is regulated, the regulatory information has to be considered on top
of the skeleton rules. In a first step, a the disjunctive normal form (DNF) of the contingencies is
calculated. For each conjunction term within the solution a degradation reaction node is created
and the respective regulatory information of the conjunction term is added to this reaction
node. In a last step, interaction states have to be considered for both cases, the regulated as
well as the not regulated degradation reaction nodes. Since we have two interacting partners
in an interaction state node, the degradation reactions will consume the state node but will
release the partner, which is not degraded (in the case of homo-dimer interaction both partners
will be degraded). For this step, the degradation reaction node has to be divided in as many
reaction nodes as there are valid interaction state nodes for that particular degradation reaction.
B) shows a simulation of the targeted degradation depending on an interaction state. As soon
as the interaction state is created the degradation reaction turns on and degrades the interaction
state. During this process the interaction partner is released in its neutral unbound form.
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certain reaction:
q(Ri,Ci) =
(
1 if Ci is a contingency term for Ri
0, otherwise
The contingency type is defined by the contingency term. However, quantitative contingencies
do not fit the all-or-nothing principle of Boolean models. Hence, they are ignored or mapped
to qualitative contingencies (discussed later). The information about regulatory constraints is
needed to construct the Boolean update function of the respective reaction node.
After collecting all the information about state nodes, reaction nodes, Boolean components
and regulations we can calculate the Boolean update functions according to the generic update
functions. Note, that the update function for a reaction node only represents the regulatory
layer of the rxncon system, hence, the source state nodes of a reaction node are not included
here.
3.5.2 Update function
Update function for reaction nodes: The Boolean update functions for reaction nodes reflect
the regulatory layer, directly corresponding to the reconstructed contingencies (see Chapter
2). Hence, all reaction nodes are independent of each other and can only influence and are
only influenced by state nodes. The influence of reaction nodes on the system is controlled by
two steps: the regulatory condition and the source condition. The regulatory condition defines
the logical value of the reaction node. In a Boolean system without synthesis and degradation
reaction nodes the logical value of a reaction node is True if all required state nodes are True
and all inhibitory state nodes are False. If a reaction node has an actual effect on the Boolean
system, it is regulated by the source condition, meaning that the effect depends on the available
source state nodes, which is not a property of the regulatory layer. This in turn means that an
active reaction node does not necessarily has an impact on the Boolean system. These control
steps are needed due to both, technical and conceptual reasons: the update function for a
reaction node should capture the contingency layer, which does not include the source state
node information and the division into regulatory and source conditions avoids artefacts during
the smoothing (discussed later). However, if we add synthesis and degradation reaction nodes
to the Boolean system we need to include the Boolean components into the update function for
reaction nodes.
Â(Ri) =
\
Xa2A
x(Xa)
\
Cj2J
Cj (3.5)
where A: Xa 2 X such that k˜(Ri,Xa) and J: Cj 2 C such that q(Ri,Cj) with:
k˜(Ri,Xa) =
(
1 if Xa is a component of a reactant of Ri
0, otherwise
In this case, the logical value of a reaction node is True if all Boolean components, representing
the the respective reactants and all required state nodes are True, and all inhibiting state nodes
are False (Equation (3.5)). Taken together, the activity of reaction nodes is highly controlled by
state nodes, reflecting the regulatory layer of the reconstructed system.
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Update function for state nodes: The update function for state nodes defines the effect of
reaction nodes on the logical value of the state nodes and therefore, the effect of reaction
nodes on the Boolean system, representing the reaction layer. The effect of a reaction node on
a specific state node depends on the type of the state node, e.g. a non-modified state node
gets consumed by a modification reaction, whereas a modified state node is produced by a
modification reaction (Table 3.5). The effect on the Boolean system depends on the available
source state nodes i.e. a reaction node has only an effect on the Boolean system if the reaction
node and all its source state nodes are True. This additional condition avoids ghost activations
of state nodes, e.g. reactions can stay active, even if the source state nodes are not available
anymore. However, a state node that is not subject to any reaction node retains its current logical
value. If reaction nodes are influencing the state node, the logical value is assembled with a
certain hierarchy of the reaction nodes: synthesis reaction nodes are dominant over degradation
reaction nodes that are dominant over productions reaction nodes that are dominant over
consumption reaction nodes (Figure 3.2 and 3.1). If we assume a Boolean system with one
producing and one consuming reaction node but no synthesis and no degradation reaction
node, the logical value of a state node will be evaluated to True iff: 1) the production reaction
node is True and all its source state nodes are True 2) the state node is True and either the
consuming reaction node is False or one of its source state nodes is False (Equation 3.6).
Â(Si, n) = s (Si) [
\
Rd2D
(¬Rd
\
Xa2A
x(Xa)) \ {pn(Si) [ Si \ ¬kn(Si)} (3.6)
where D: Rd 2 R such that d(Rd, Si); A: Xa 2 X such that k(Si,Xa). The argument n in Â(Si, n)
is a indicator of the recursion depth for this equation. In the basic case n = 0, which leads to a
consumption part k0(Si) of the equation as
k0(Si) =
[
Rl2L
Rl
\
Sm2M
(Sm
\
Rb2B
¬Rb)
where L: Rl 2 R such that c(Rl , Si), M: Sm 2 S such that c(Rl , Sm) and B: Rb 2 R such that
d(Rb, Sm) and a production part p0(Si) as
p0(Si) =
[
Rj2J
Rj
\
Sk2K
(Sk
[
Ra2A
¬Ra)
where J: Rj 2 R such that p(Rj, Si), K: Sk 2 S such that c(Sk,Rj) and A: Ra 2 R such that
d(Sk,Ra). Note, that a state node, e.g. an unbound protein node is produced if the binding
partner within the respective interaction node is degraded. Hence, the degradation reaction
term Ra is only applied in the production part pn if the reaction node Rj producing the state
node Si is not equal to the degradation node Ra.
Adding synthesis and degradation reaction nodes to this Boolean system will have a different
effect on the update functions of neutral and non-neutral state nodes (e.g. modified or bound
state nodes). Neutral state nodes are the only state nodes, which are synthesised by default.
Hence, in a Boolean system with active degradation nodes, a neutral state node is always active
if the respective synthesis reaction node is active, whereas a non-neutral state node requires its
indirect synthesis to overrule the influence of the degradation reaction node. However, even if
the state update functions are more complex than the reaction update functions, the knowledge
about the role and regulation of each reaction node on the state nodes is sufficient to create a
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complete system of update functions.
Update function for global quantities: During the reconstruction process we give the possi-
bility to define phenotypes or other global quantities via global output reactions, represented
as global reaction nodes (or output reaction nodes) and global input states represented as
global state node (or input state nodes). These global statements are handled differently since
they are neither influenced by elemental reactions nor do they produce, consume, synthesis
or degrade elemental states. They can influence the Boolean system in three different ways.
First, we have a global state node influencing a reaction node and no global reaction node. In
this case the global state node is completely decoupled from other state nodes of the Boolean
system and the update function of a reaction node will be extended by this global state node
according to its regulatory effect. Second, we have a global reaction node and no global state
node. Hence, there are no contingencies that contain the global statement as Effector and
therefore, it has no effect on other nodes of the system. Third, we have both, a global state node,
which influences a reaction node and a global reaction node. Here, we define that the global
reaction node ’produces’ the global state node if both have the same name, meaning that the
update function of the global reaction node is assigned to the global state node. Degradation
reaction nodes are handled differently due to their special influence on the Boolean system. If a
degradation reaction node is influenced only by a global state node, the Boolean component
will be degraded by this reaction node. If both, a state node and a global state node are available
for activating the degradation reaction node, only the state node gets depleted.
3.6 Simulation of the minimal circuits
The Boolean update functions for reaction and state nodes define the bipartite Boolean model
completely but we have to test if the update functions capture the logic described at the
beginning. Therefore, we generated 64 models corresponding to the minimal modification
circuit from above (Figure 3.1A) as well as 144 models corresponding to the minimal interaction
circuit (Figure 3.2) and simulated them using BoolNet [160]. The resulting attractor states are
visualised in Figure (Figure 3.5C and Figure 3.6C).
The models behave as expected with three exceptions. Within the minimal modification
circuit, in the presence of the phosphorylation and de-phosphorylation reaction nodes but
absence of the synthesis and degradation reaction nodes, we observe an oscillatory behaviour if
only one of the two state nodes is initiated as active (Figure 3.5C). A similar behaviour can be
observed within the minimal interaction circuit (Figure 3.6C).
If the forward and reverse protein-protein interaction reaction nodes are active in absence
of synthesis and degradation, we observe an oscillatory behaviour as long as one of the initial
states is inactive. In presence of synthesis and both, forward and reverse protein-protein
interactions, the oscillatory behaviour is only observed if one of the not synthesised initial states
is inactive. This can be explained by the periodic source state node consumption, due to the
constitutive activation of the production and consumption reaction nodes. Hence, the activity
of the reaction nodes alternate, triggering an out-of-phase oscillation of the state nodes. The
oscillatory behaviour disappears if all state nodes are initiated with True or, in the case of the
minimal modification circuit, a synthesis reaction node constitutively activates the required
source state node. These oscillations (also referred to as trivial oscillations) are appropriate for
models on a single molecule-level and consistent with the definition of the rxncon system on a
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Figure 3.5: Simulation of the minimal modification circuit. A) For testing the bipartite Boolean
logic the minimal modification circuitry with 22 (4) possible initial states was implemented
and simulated. B) We build a model for each of the 42 (16) possible reaction configurations. C)
Using the basic update functions, two state nodes oscillate out-of-phase between TRUE and
FALSE (red) if both, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation reactions, are active and only
one state node is initiated as TRUE. D) Using the source state smoothed update functions the
oscillatory effect is avoided.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation of the minimal interaction circuit. A) For testing the bipartite Boolean
logic the minimal interaction circuitry with 32 (8) possible initial states was implemented and
simulated. B) We build a model for each of the 42 (16) possible reaction configurations. C)
Using the basic update functions, the state nodes oscillate out-of-phase (red) if both, forward
and reverse protein-protein interaction reactions, are active in absence of degradation and if
only one (not synthesised) state node is initiated as False. D) Using the source state smoothed
update functions the oscillatory effect is avoided.
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single-molecule level (Chapter 2) but not for models described on a system level. Nevertheless,
we were able to reproduce the expected behaviour of 62 out of 64 minimal modification circuit
models (Figure 3.5) as well as of 136 out of 144 minimal interaction circuit models(Figure 3.6),
using our defined generic update functions and our system assumptions.
3.7 Single cell bipartite Boolean model
We adapted the bipartite Boolean model logic to avoid trivial oscillations and to capture single
cell behaviour of signal-transduction networks. Trivial source state node oscillations within
reaction node cycles are a consequence of state nodes (elemental reactions) that are mutually
exclusive on a single-molecule level but simultaneously present at the system level. To avoid
those trivial oscillations, we introduce a smoothing strategy – time and molecule smoothing,
looking one time step ahead. The smoothing is based on the local equilibrium assumption,
stating that if a forward and a reverse reaction node is active in a two-state node system
both state nodes should be there at equilibrium. Within a qualitative modelling approach
the equilibrium can be achieved by assuming a dominance of production reaction nodes over
consumption reaction nodes and widening the window in which we check if a source state
node for a respective reaction node is available. The applied smoothing changes the source
conditions of reaction nodes. Now reaction nodes have an influence on the Boolean system if
the required source state nodes are active or if their update function evaluates to True.
p1(Si) =
[
Rj2J
Rj
\
Sk2K
(Sk
[
Ra2A
¬Ra) [Â(Sk, 0)
where J: Rj 2 R such that p(Rj, Si), K: Sk 2 S such that c(Sk,Rj) and A: Ra 2 R such that
d(Sk,Ra). Note, that the n for the update function for Si is increased to 1 and that the n for the
update function for Sk is 0.
This ensures that mutually exclusive state nodes on a single molecule-level can be active
simultaneously, simulating a system level. If the molecule number is high enough and both
rxncon reactions. creating mutually exclusive rxncon states are active, the rxncon states are
present simultaneously in different biological molecules at any given time. However, this
does not hold if we consider only few biological molecules and low reaction rates. For those
cases, the rxncon reaction can be considered as functionally off. To test our model adaptation,
we recreated all 64 models of the minimal modification circuit as well as all 144 models of
the minimal interaction circuit with the smoothing logic and repeated the simulations. If we
compare the results with the previous simulation (Figure 3.5D and Figure 3.6D), we can see that
the oscillatory behaviour disappeared in both minimal circuits, using the smoothing. Hence,
our simulation results match the initial expected behaviour of the minimal circuits.
3.8 Application on the Hog pathway
To test the bipartite Boolean model on a biological example, we applied the Boolean model
to a linear pathway. Therefore, we reconstructed a simplified version of the Hog MAP kinase
pathway from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (take from [144]), as a rxncon 2.0 model (Supplementary
File SF4.1). We used this model to generate the bipartite Boolean model with the generic update
functions with smoothing (Supplementary File SF4.2). As discussed above, we expect the output
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to be responsive to the input. This can either be a positive response (activator) or negative
response (inhibitor). In this pathway, we have an activator at the beginning of the signalling
pathway, ensuring that the pathway is not activated if the input signal (Low Turgor) is not
given. As output signal we want to observe the phosphorylated Hot1. Hence, we expect that
the logical value of the state node Hot1-p gets active if the the global state node [Turgor] is
inactive, otherwise not.
The model contains 28 reaction and state nodes, which results in a Boolean state space of 228
possible initial Boolean states, which are too many possible initial Boolean states to test. Hence,
we decided to use our generic but artificial initial conditions for the simulation, meaning that
all state node representing neutral elemental states and all generic components (components
without elemental states) are initialised with True, all other Boolean nodes are initialised with
False. We run the model until it reaches an attractor, its own natural ’off-state’, which is a point
attractor with an inactive output signal. Now, we use this attractor but change the input state
node Turgor from False to True and simulate the model again to observe the response from
the output on the input. The model ends up in a point attractor where the output is ON, as
expected. We repeat the process until the model returns to an attractor we have already seen
(Figure 3.7B).
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Figure 3.7: The bipartite Boolean model simulation of a linear version of the Hog pathway.
The model is initialised with the default assumptions on the initial state. The model is
simulated until it reaches an attractor (first Turgor OFF trajectory). The Hog pathway is
activated afterwards by turning [Turgor] ON and the model is simulated again until an attractor
is reached (Turgor ON trajectory). Next, [Turgor] is turned OFF again and the model is
simulated until an attractor is reached. A) Simulation of the linear Hog pathway without
smoothing. The signal goes through the pathway but due to the oscillatory behaviour the
Boolean system is not able to reach point attractors. B) The simulation of a linear reconstruction
of the Hog pathway with source state smoothing of the update functions. The model responds
to the input as expected.
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Figure 3.8: The bipartite Boolean model simulation of a cyclic version of the Hog pathway.
A) Simulation of the cyclic Hog model without smoothing. The simulation shows a highly
oscillatory behaviour, resulting in the loose of the expected systems behaviour. B) We extended
the Hog model with a feedback loop, where activation of the pathway leads to increased turgor
(via phosphorylated Hot1). This is a simplification of an adaptive response through increased
glycerol production and retention, which increases turgor. The model is initialised with the
default initial states. The system oscillates as expected.
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We observe the expected response to the change in Turgor. Sln1 stays active if there is no
osmotic stress to ensure that the downstream MAPK cascade does not get activated and we
don’t observe any trivial oscillations during the simulation. To compare the smoothed model to
our first non-smoothed model we repeat the simulation with the non-smoothed logic (Figure
3.7A). We can see that the signal is passing the network despite trivial oscillations but the
Boolean system does not converge into a point attractor as for the smoothed model. This leads
to a more complex analysis and interpretation of the model. There are three blocks in the
heatmap. The first block contains the initial neutral states that remain active because the reaction
nodes producing them are considered as unregulated, which could be due to experimental bias
(discussed below). The second block contains a block of reactions that turn on directly and stay
active. These constitutive reaction nodes are either unregulated (de-phosphorylation reaction
nodes) or have their source state nodes constitutively available (e.g. phosphotransfer from
Sln1 to Ypd1). The third block turns on and off in response to the signal, which transmits the
information through the Boolean network. Hence, we demonstrated, that the non-trivial generic
update functions defined for isolated reaction nodes are sufficient to convert a rxncon network
into a complete bipartite Boolean model. The functionality of a signal-transduction network is
accurately predicted on a system level and does not need any further parametrisation. Taken
together, the generic update functions are able to map any given rxncon network on a unique
Boolean model that predicts system level function and is able to reproduce biological findings.
Next, we repeated the analysis with a cyclic pathway using our smoothing function. As
described at the beginning of this work, the Hog pathway is a homeostatic pathway that
maintains proper turgor pressure through Hot1-p, which inhibits the input signal through a
physiological feedback loop [161]. To retrieve a cyclic model from our previous linear Hog
model, we linked the most downstream component (Hot1-p) to the input, which will turn
the pathway off (Supplementary File SF1, SF5). Hence, we expect that under low Turgor
pressure (Turgor off = osmotic stress) Hot1 gets activated by phosphorylation, which leads to an
increase of Turgor (through accumulation of glycerol), shutting down the Hog pathway. Upon
re-inactivation of Hot1 Turgor pressure decreases. Hence, we expect an oscillatory behaviour of
the system.
We initialise the model with the generic Boolean start state vector as for the linear model.
The simulation shows a periodic behaviour of activating and deactivating state and reaction
nodes. This periodicity is similar to what we observed if we change the input manually (Figure
3.8B). Hence, we are fully capable of predicting biological relevant oscillations. For comparison,
we simulate the cyclic Hog model without source state smoothing (Figure 3.8A), resulting in a
highly oscillating Boolean system. This shows, that the application of the smoothing within
the generic functions of the bipartite Boolean model facilitates its analysis and improves the
interpretability of the results. Hence, the bipartite Boolean model logic generates Boolean
models which can predict system level functions of both, linear and cyclic systems.
3.9 Application on the pheromone response pathway
To demonstrate the scalability of the bipartite Boolean model, we applied the logic on the
pheromone response pathway of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (for more detail see Chapter 1 & 2). As
discussed, we choose this pathway due to its excellent annotation and detailed rule-based model
by Thomson et al. [147, 148]. We simulated the pheromone bipartite Boolean model, using
the standardised simulation workflow that we used for the Hog pathway. The reconstruction
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contains 163 elemental reactions corresponding to 103 elemental states. The reconstruction was
translated into a bipartite Boolean model with smoothed update functions, which results in 386
Boolean nodes, of which 208 Boolean nodes are reaction nodes and 178 Boolean nodes are state
nodes. The higher number of reaction nodes compared to the elemental reactions, results from
the contingency and interaction state effect on degradation reaction nodes as well as the split of
bidirectional reactions into forward and reverse reactions, e.g. for interaction reaction nodes.
In addition, we added generic component nodes for the undefined catalysts or synthesised
generic components, e.g. Ste7mRNA, which increased the number of nodes but did not affect
the complexity of the model. However, this results in a total Boolean state space of 2386 possible
initial Boolean states. Hence, to simulate the model we use the default initial Boolean states as
for the previous simulations (all neutral state nodes and all generic component nodes are True,
all other Boolean nodes are False). The model finds its natural ’off-state’. However, the pathway
did not behave as expected due to different quantitative effects, which were included during the
reconstruction process. Through the all-or-nothing principle of Boolean models the quantitative
information cannot be considered. Hence, the information has to be translated into qualitative
information or will be ignored. We decided to turn a minimal set of quantitative contingencies
(k+/-) that were ignored in the generation of the Boolean model, into qualitative contingencies
(!/x). Therefore, 3 out of 91 quantitative contingency statements had to be changed. To realise
the information transfer (Table 3.6) the left quantitative contingencies are ignored during the
translation process (Supplementary File SF6, SF7).
Table 3.6: Pheromone model adaptation for bipartite Boolean simulation.
Target Contingency type Effector
Gpa1_[Ste4]_ppi_Ste4_[Gpa1] x Gpa1_[(GnP)]-{GTP}
Gpa1_aGEx_Gpa1_[(GnP)] ! <Gpa1Ste2Pher>
<Gpa1Ste2Pher> AND Gpa1_[Ste2]--Ste2_[Gpa1]
<Gpa1Ste2Pher> AND Pher_[Ste2]--Ste2_[Pher]
Gpa1_aGHy_Gpa1_[(GnP)] ! <Gpa1Ste2Sst2>
<Gpa1Ste2Sst2> AND Ste2_[Sst2]--Sst2_[Ste2]
<Gpa1Ste2Sst2> AND Gpa1_[Ste2]--Ste2_[Gpa1]
The simulation started from from the natural ’off-state’. We iteratively switched the input
signal (pheromone), through its synthesis reaction regulated by UC99, to True and False (Figure
3.9). The updated version of the pheromone model behaves as expected, demonstrating that a
simpler model is able to explain the functionality of this pathway.
In summary, the bipartite Boolean model logic is scalable and able to simulate systems
which are too large to be simulated by quantitative methods, e.g. rule-based modelling. The
generic update functions are able to map a rxncon reconstruction on a unique bipartite Boolean
model that predicts the system level functionality and dynamics of the reconstructed model.
Hence, the bipartite Boolean model is a suitable approach for validation and simulation of
large-scale networks.
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Initial 
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Pheromone
OFF
Pheromone
ON
Ste11_[(S302)]-{p}
Ste11_[(S306)]-{p}
Ste11_[(T307)]-{p}
Ste7_[(S359)]-{p}
Ste7_[(T363)]-{p}
Fus3_[(T180)]-{p}
Fus3_[(Y182)]-{p}
Kss1_[(T183)]-{p}
Kss1_[(Y185)]-{p}
Far1_[(T306)]-{p}
Dig1_[(MAPK)]-{p}
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Figure 3.9: The bipartite Boolean model simulation of pheromone response pathway. The
model is simulated using smoothing and the default parameter, until it reaches an attractor,
which was used as initial state for the next simulation (Initial state). The pheromone pathway is
activated afterwards by turning the pheromone synthesis ON and the model is simulated again
until an attractor is reached (Pheromone ON trajectory). Next, the pheromone synthesis is
turned OFF again and the model is simulated until an attractor is reached. The model responds
to the input as expected.
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3.10 Summary
• This chapter introduces the bipartite Boolean model for qualitative simulation and
validation of large-scale mechanistically detailed signal-transduction networks.
• The logic is based on a detailed analysis of simple reaction motifs and a minimal set
of assumptions.
• We define two generic update functions for reaction nodes and state nodes, which
enables us to translate a rxncon network into a unique bipartite Boolean model with
a defined logical table.
• The reaction layer of the rxncon reconstruction defines the update functions for state
nodes, whereas the regulatory layer defines the update functions for reaction nodes.
• The generic update functions can be assembled into a complete bipartite Boolean
model, predicting system level function without further parametrisation of the
Boolean system.
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CHAPTER 4
Rule-based modelling with rxncon
In Chapter 3 I introduced the bipartite Boolean model, which is used to validate a reconstructed
network on a qualitative level by predicting the dynamics of the network on a system-level
without the need for kinetic parameters, concentrations or rate laws. However, for a detailed
understanding of the underlying dynamics of the reconstructed network we need quantitative
models, describing the quantitative behaviour of biological molecules over time within the
network. In this Chapter I describe the reinvented model generation of rule-based models that
is based on rxncon 2.0 language (Chapter 2) and only loosely related to the previous rule-based
model export [121]. I explain the different steps of the systematic translation of a complete
defined rxncon network reconstruction into a complete defined rule-based model formulated in
the BioNetGen language formalism [120].
The traditional approach to describe the concentrations of biological molecules is to enu-
merate over their different possible configurations as well as over the molecular reactions
in a system to construct a reaction network from which we can derive a system of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) [162, 163]. Those equations give an exact description of the
change in concentration of biological molecules over time. However, as discussed previously,
signal-transduction networks transfer information by covalent modifications or interactions
of molecular components. A single component can contain many internal molecular states,
e.g. modifications at different residues, which combine combinatorially into a large number
of possible configurations (microstates) [164]. Hence, the translation of a signal-transduction
network into an ODE system can be difficult or even not possible in case of large networks.
A modelling formalism, describing the reconstructed network at the same level as empirical
data largely avoids the combinatorial complexity problem, because experimental data describes
the system on a level of macroscopic (elemental) states, e.g. only single biological structures
and states (modification on a biological molecule) are measured [165].
Rule-based modelling is a powerful approach to model signal-transduction networks [120,
135, 166, 167], describing macroscopic states. The rule-based modelling formalisms encompasses
two main features: 1) description of biological reactions by the ’don’t write don’t care’ principle
and 2) representation of biological reactions in terms of de-contextualized local rules [166, 168].
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Those rules specify how biological molecules will change due to the application of a certain
reaction. Each rule is only described by relevant structural features of the interacting molecules
(reactants), e.g. binding or modification sites, while irrelevant structural features (with respect to
the rule) are ignored. The definition of different rules describes the dynamics of the rule-based
system [120, 169] and through the definition of only relevant features within the reactants of
a rule, the rule-based approach does not enumerate over all possible microstates during the
reconstruction process of the network. Hence, the rule-based approach addresses the problem
of combinatorial complexity in signal-transduction networks [170, 171] that leads to a scaling
network reconstruction formalism, representing the underlying empirical data in an accurate
way.
The rxncon language (Chapter 2) is closely related to the rule-based language, describing
the underlying data on a macroscopic (elemental) level close to empirical data. Within rxncon,
we go a step further, because the rxncon language separates the reconstruction into elemental
reactions and contingencies (contextual constraints on elemental reactions), which corresponds
more closely to empirical data than rule-based models [121]. Moreover, rxncon is invented as
a tool to develop rule-based models, leading to the fact that a rxncon network fully defines
a rule-based model and that we are able to export the reconstructed model into rule-based
formalisms like the BioNetGen language [121].
4.1 Rule-based modelling in general
A rule-based model can be depicted as a graph, consisting of super-nodes that represent
molecules or agents, e.g. a protein. Each molecule (represented as super-node) is a collection of
macromolecules (represented as nodes) of the same type, also defining the type of the molecule
(molecule type). A macromolecule can contain sites (represented as sub-nodes), representing
structural elements, e.g. domains or residues. Undirected edges between specific sites of
molecules represent non-covalent bounds (molecular complexes). However, sites are not defined
on the resolution of structural elements, i.e. no difference is made whether a site is a domain
or residue. Each site has an attribute type (site type), which is a label describing the name of
the structural element and an optional state property, representing internal states of a site (site
state), e.g. phosphorylation.
The change of molecule properties, e.g. states within the rule-based model is defined by
reaction rules. A reaction rule is a compact representation of one or more molecular reactions.
Reaction rules consist of a set of molecular motifs (reactant motifs), describing reactive sites
within biological molecules on the left-hand side and a set of molecular motifs (product motifs)
on the right-hand side. Rules are applied on the graphs defining the molecules and maps the
nodes from the left-hand side of the rule to nodes of the right-hand side of the rule to determine
the outcome, e.g. an interaction [134, 172, 173]. A special feature of rules is their ability to
change and re-write the system graph [174]. This is needed, because the mapping of the nodes
by a rule can lead to an addition or a removal of an edge or a change of a node attribute, e.g. a
state of a site. In addition, complete molecules or complexes can be added or removed through
reaction rules, representing degradation or synthesis reactions. For a meaningful dynamic
of the rule-based model certain rate laws are required for each rule, describing the relation
between the concentration of the reactants and the rate of the reaction. Therefore, we need a
formalism that enables a computer and human readable rule definition.
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4.2 BioNetGen and BioNetGen Language
BioNetGen is an open source software package for constructing and simulating rule-based
models [120, 175]. BioNetGen models are written in a human readable text-based format,
the BioNetGen Language [175], which encodes rules in plain text. The BioNetGen Language
provides a concise formalism to define models dealing with internal states, e.g. modifications as
in signal-transduction networks, while largely avoiding the combinatorial complexity problem
during the reconstruction process, using the ’don’t write don’t care’ principle [176, 177]. A
complete rule-based model, using the BioNetGen language formalism, requires four blocks:
1) rate constants and molecular concentrations, needed to define more complex reaction laws
and to initialise the rule-base model, 2) molecular components, describing all possible sites and
states of sites within a molecule, e.g. binding sites or modification states defined in the rule-
based model, 3) reaction rules, defining the transition between molecules and 4) observables
that are output functions relating molecules of the model to experimental data as cumulative
quantities, e.g. concentration of a phosphorylated protein that are user-specified outputs of the
simulation [175]. Each observable is defined by a molecular motif and a type, e.g. molecules,
reflecting an ensemble of biological molecules which are typically difficult to distinguish by
experiments.
A certain configuration of a molecule can only be used within rules and output functions if
the configuration of the molecule is defined within its molecular component. This ensures a
clean rule-based system and prevents undesired molecules within the rule-based model. Within
BNGL the reaction rules are written in the same way as chemical reactions, meaning reactants
on the left-hand side of the equation are transmitted into products defined on the right-hand
side of the equation (Figure 4.1B). The definition of sites and states on a molecule within a rule
makes the rule more stringently compared to rules with no defined sites or states. A molecule
that is not stringently defined leads to a mapping on multiple different reactants which are
able to satisfy the rule. This will generate multiple specific chemical reactions for each set of
reactants and products, defining the conditions under which the respective molecular reactions
takes place. In a fully defined rule-based model all rules are parametrised by respective rate
constants, defined in the block for parameter and concentrations.
4.3 Translation of a rxncon reconstruction into a rule-based
model
We implemented a systematic procedure to generate rule-based models in the BioNetGen
Language formalism, enabling the export of reconstructed rxncon models into a rule-based
model (Algorithm 1).
In this section I exemplify the translation process on a rxncon reconstruction of the insulin
pathway. To demonstrate different model behaviour we reconstructed two different versions
of the insulin pathway. One version without dephosphorylation reactions and one with
dephosphorylation reactions. However, rule-based models need to be parametrised to reproduce
the dynamics of the underlying mechanism of a reconstructed network in a meaningful way,
which is not trivial and falls outside of the scope of this work. Note, that all BioNetGen files
are exported according to the conventions of BioNetGen 2.2.6. In the following text, I use the
terms rule-based model and BioNetGen model interchangeably. For the construction of a valid
rule-based model we need the following information: molecule types, reaction rules, parameters,
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Algorithm 1 rule-based model from rxncon
1: mol_de f s = the molecule types within the rxncon system
2: function rule_based_model_ f rom_rxncon(rxncon_system)
3: rules = []
4: for reaction in rxncon_system if not output reaction do
5: quan_cons = intersection of all quantitative contingencies of reaction
6: qual_cons = intersection of all qualitative contingencies of reaction
7: for quan_con in quan_cons do
8: con_set = intersection of qual_cons and quan_con
9: con_set = add molecule connectivity information as additional contingencies
10: solutions = calculate the valid solutions of con_set
11: solutions = remove all global states from solutions
12: for solution in solutions do
13: positive_solutions = calculate the complement of negated elemental states
within solution
14: positive_solutions = remove solution with mutually exclusive elemental states
15: end for
16: for positive_solution in positive_solutions do
17: rule = calculate the rules from reaction and positive_solution
18: if rule is not equivalent to a known rule in rules then
19: rules = append the rule
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: end for
24: initial_conditions = calculate the default initial conditions
25: observables = calculate the observables
26: return RuleBasedModel(mol_de f s, inital_conditions, observables, rules)
27: end function
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seeded species, observables. In the next subsections I explain the different categories and how we
generate them from a rxncon system.
4.3.1 Molecule Types
To calculate the molecule types of a rule-based system we need to know: 1) which rxncon
components are in the system and 2) what kind of internal states do they have. The rxncon
language describes biological processes by de-contextualized elemental reactions and contextual
constraints (contingencies) [121, 124]. An elemental reaction consists of rxncon specifications
(reactants), which are basic elements of the rxncon language, representing biological molecules
and therefore, correspond to molecules in a rule-based model. More precisely, a rxncon
specification defined on a component-level (rxncon component) describes the type and the
name of the rule-based molecule. In addition, an elemental reaction produces, consumes,
synthesises or degrade one or more elemental state, containing the information to determine
the sites and the state of the site of a rule-based molecule (Figure 4.1).
IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{0}S1
IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{P}S2
specification modifier
elemental state
domain residue
IR_p+_IR_[TK(Y1158)]S1 S2
specification
reaction type locus
state type
IR(TKDY1158R~0~P) domain flag
residue flag
molecular component
site statesitemolecule
component
produceconsume
A)
B)
molecule
C)
IR(TKDY1158R~0)
reactant pattern
+
reactive site
IR IR(TKDY1158R~P)
product pattern
+
reactive site
IR
Figure 4.1: Analogy between rxncon and BNGL A) Exemplified syntax of rxncon states and
rxncon reactions. A rxncon modification reaction consumes a neutral elemental state (S1) and
produces a modified elemental state (S2). B) Exemplified syntax of a rule of the same reaction as
shown in panel A. C) Exemplified molecule component. The two states ⇠0⇠p of the molecule
site TKDY1158R indicates that the site can be unmodified or phosphorylated.
The information given by the rxncon reactions is sufficient to define the molecular component.
If we iterate over the complete list of elemental reactions within the rxncon system, we can
retrieve all rxncon components within the rxncon system (Algorithm 1 line 1), e.g. IR, and
which elemental states belong to a rxncon component, e.g. IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{p}. The locus
information of the internal rxncon states is described in their rxncon specification and can be
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used to group rxncon components by, e.g. residue or domain name. The locus information
is used to determine the sites of a rule-based molecule, whereas the rxncon state type, e.g.
phosphorylation state, is used to define the states of the different molecule sites. For instance,
the reaction IR_p+_IR_[TK(Y1158)], consumes the elemental state IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{0} and
produces the elemental state IR_[TK(Y1158)]-{p}. These two rxncon states describe two
different properties of the same residue (Y1158), which will be translated to different internal
states on a single molecule site of the IR molecule.
Note, that within BNGL we do not distinguish between different molecule resolutions
like domains or residues. If they have the same name both will be handled as the same site.
However, rxncon distinguishes between the different resolutions (see Chapter 2). To avoid a
clash of names we append D or R for domain or residue, respectively during the translation step
of a rxncon system into a complete rule-based system. For instance, the site TKD corresponds to
the reconstructed domain TK and the site TKDY1158R corresponds to the reconstructed residue
Y1158 at domain TK (Figure 4.1C).
4.3.2 Reaction rules
The change of an elemental state property and therefore, the type of the reaction is defined
by the skeleton rule. Hence, an elemental reaction is defined by the elemental states that are
changing between the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the skeleton rule. A single
elemental reaction (together with its skeleton rule) corresponds to the reaction centre of a fully
de-contextualized local rule of a rule-based model [175], encompassing the molecules that
change during the evaluation of the reaction rule [178].
The contextual constraints on a rxncon reaction are given by its contingencies and therefore,
correspond to the reaction context of a rule within a rule-based model, describing rule-based
molecules that affect the reaction rule but remain unchanged [178]. An elemental reaction,
combined with its contingencies, can be translated into one or more rules (Algorithm 1 line
2-23). For instance, a rxncon reaction with no contingency or only a single qualitative con-
tingency with a required rxncon state is translated in one reaction centre with one reaction
context and therefore, in one rule. We have to give special attention on explicit or implicit
Boolean contingency OR statements, generating a number of different rules. For instance, if the
resolution of an elemental state appearing in a contingency term, is not elemental:
A_p+_B_[(r)]; ! A-{p}
C_p+_A_[(x)]
C_p+_A_[(y)]
the contingency statement will be translated into a Boolean term OR of elemental states,
meaning that the rxncon reaction (A_p+_B_[(r)]) requires a phosphorylation at residue x or
residue y. This results in two rules:
A(xR⇠p) + B(rR⇠0) -> A(xR⇠p) + B(rR⇠p)
A(xR⇠0, yR⇠p) + B(rR⇠0) -> A(xR⇠0, yR⇠p) + B(rR⇠p)
The first rule derived from the rxncon reaction A_p+_B_[(r)] will have a molecule A with
the state xR⇠p (phosphorylation at site xR). The second rule will have a molecule A with the
state yR⇠p (site yR is phosphorylated) and should state explicitly that site xR is not phospho-
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rylated (xR⇠0) to avoid overlaps between the rules and therefore, double considerations of
the same molecule in the rule-based model. In case of an inhibition by an elemental state or
an elemental state in context of a Boolean statement NOT, the complement of the elemental
state will be used and all the complements will be connected by the Boolean statement OR. For
instance, if we have an elemental state which can have two different modifications on the same
residue, e.g. a phosphorylation or ubiquitination, we will have three different forms of this
elemental state A_[(r)]-{p}, A_[(r)]-{ub}, A_[(r)]-{0}. The complement of one of them
results in a Boolean statement OR of the other two.
Quantitative contingencies (Chapter 2) imply that the reaction rate can be increased or
decreased by the respective contingency Effector, which in turn describes an implicit rxncon
Boolean term OR, creating two different rules. One rule requires the contingency Effector,
e.g. phosphorylation site, enabling an increase or decrease of the reaction rate, whereas the
other rule explicitly excludes the contingency Effector, e.g. unmodified site, representing the
enhanced or suppressed reaction context (Algorithm 1 line 7-22). This leads to two disjunct
rules, giving the modeller the possibility to change the respective reaction rates according to
the biological meaning.
However, if we combine more than one quantitative contingency term, we have to make sure
that we do not consider the same molecule in the rule-based model twice. Therefore, we use
picoSAT [142] to build the solutions of the Boolean contingency terms, ensuring a disjunctive
reaction context of all rules derived from an elemental reaction and its contingencies. However,
using picoSAT for the disjunction process can lead to non-connected components or mutually
exclusive states within a solution. This can be avoided by adding additional contingencies to the
reaction to make sure that all rxncon components of the rxncon states within the contingencies
are directly or indirectly connected to the reactants of the rxncon reaction and to discard
solutions, containing rxncon states which are mutually exclusive to each other. Hence, all
rules generated automatically from the rxncon system have a disjunct reaction context and
the molecules within a rule are connected to the reactants and not mutually exclusive on a
single-molecule level.
Out of simplicity reasons we assume mass-action kinetics for all the generated rules. Mass-
action kinetics define the rate of a reaction being proportional to the product of the reactant
concentration [179]. This is derived from the collision theory under the assumption of well-
mixed conditions and that the reaction occurs in one step, e.g the molecular reaction:
ProteinA + ProteinB  ! ProteinC
has the rate:
k1[ProteinA][ProteinB]
where k1 is a rate constant and [ProteinA], [ProteinB] are the concentrations of ProteinA and
ProteinB, respectively. This reaction kinetic is used in systems where rates are interpreted as a
continues flux of mass through the reaction, e.g. in systems with large particle concentrations.
However, it can also be applied to discrete systems, where the rate can be interpreted as a
probability that the reaction can occur in a respective time step [180].
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4.3.3 Parameters
The parameter section within a BioNetGen file describes the rate constants of a rule as well
as the initial amounts of the different molecules within the rule-based system. We decided
to create a generalised parameter for all rules, holding the value for its rate constant. The
generalised parameter is called k and has a default value of 1.0. For bidirectional reactions,
e.g. protein-protein-interactions, we split the reaction according to the BNGL conventions into
two unidirectional reactions, one for the association and one for the dissociation reaction rule,
and assign a reaction rate constant to each. In addition, we add a parameter for each molecule
holding the initial particle count of the respective molecules, e.g. NumIR 1000, which sets the
default value of the molecule count (Num) of the insulin receptor (IR) to the default value of
1000 (Algorithm 1 line 24). However, the modeller is free to change these parameters.
4.3.4 Seeded species
The simulation of a rule-based model uses the molecules within the seeded species section. We
decided to define the starting point of each simulation with the fully neutral form of the defined
molecule types, meaning that we initialise the simulation with the unmodified (indicated by
⇠0), unbound form of the defined molecules (Algorithm 1 line 24). Each elemental state,
describing a modified or bound biological molecule, has a neutral state as counterpart (Chapter
2). To create the molecules within the seeded species section we collect the neutral information
of each molecule described in the rxncon system and create the fully neutral form. For instance,
for the insulin receptor (IR) we can identify the lig, the JM and the IRBD binding domains as
well as the residues Y1158, Y1162, Y1163 and Y972, where the first residues are defined within
the TK domain and the last residue is defined within the JM binding domain. Hence, the insulin
receptor is initialised as:
IR(IRBDD,JMD,JMDY972R⇠0,TKDY1158R⇠0,TKDY1162R⇠0,TKDY1163R⇠0,ligD)
The seeded molecules of the rule-base model are initialised with a certain number of par-
ticles of the respective neutral form. The number is defined in the parameter section (default
1000). Since the model should show the influence of insulin to the system, the particle number
of unbound insulin is initialised with 0.
4.3.5 Observables
Elemental states are macroscopic states corresponding to independent observable quantities,
describing a molecular state property of one biological molecule, e.g. phosphorylated protein.
To observe molecules with certain properties within a rule-based, model output reactions can
be defined in the rxncon model. Output reactions are only defined within the contingency
list. Elemental states, which are required for a certain output reaction, are translated into
observables of the rule-based system (Algorithm 1 line 25). The observables or output signals
can be defined within the Observables section. They are sampled during the entire simulation
and represented as cumulative quantities, giving the opportunity to relate molecules of the
model to experimental measurements.
Within the reconstructed insulin model we defined output reactions for activation of the
PI3K and the Ras pathway. The PI3K signal is activated by the binding of IRS and PI3K [66]:
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[PI3K]; ! IRS_[bd]--PI3K_[SH2]
and described by the observable:
Molecules PI3K0 IRS(bdD!1).PI3K(SH2D!1)
The observable is defined as a complex (indicated by ’.’), consisting of two molecules IRS
and PI3K, which are connected by a bond name (indicated by ’!’ followed by a number, e.g. 1),
indicating that both molecules bind to each other through the sites bdD and SH2D.
The Ras pathway on the other hand is activated by a more complicated mechanism. It only
becomes active if Grb2 is bound to SOS and Grb2 is bound to either Shc or IRS [66]. This results
in the contingency term:
[RAS]; ! <Grb2-SOS>
<Grb2-SOS>; AND Grb2--SOS; AND <GS>
<GS>; OR Grb2_[SH2]--Shc_[bd2]; OR Grb2_[SH2]--IRS_[bd]
BNGL does not allow for algebraic equations. Hence, we append numbers to the result-
ing observables. In this case, a RAS0 and a RAS1 observable will be created:
Molecules RAS0 Grb2(SH2D!1,SOSD!2).SOS(Grb2D!2).Shc(bd2D!1)
Molecules RAS1 Grb2(SH2D!1,SOSD!2).IRS(bdD!1).SOS(Grb2D!2)
To get the total activity of the Ras pathway, the result of both observables has to be added. For
the simulation of the insulin pathway we want to track the insulin concentration during the
simulation but it is not an output of our model. Hence, we included insulin manually:
Molecules INSULIN insulin
The information collected above results in a rule-based model (Algorithm 1 line 26).
4.4 ODE simulation with BioNetGen
The rules of a rule-based system describe the reconstructed molecular network and can be used
to simulate the network dynamics directly via an ODE system.
The rxncon reconstruction of the insulin pathway without dephosphorylations consist of 16
rxncon reactions and 20 contingencies (Supplementary File SF8). This model was translated
into a rule-based model with eight components, 41 rules and three observables (Supplementary
File SF9). Subsequently, BioNetGen was used to perform an ODE simulation of the rule-based
model. The ODE system contains 2597 molecules which are connected by 30839 reactions. The
system was simulated for 150 time units in total. We started the simulation without insulin for
50 time units, then added 1000 molecules of the neutral form of insulin and run the simulation
for another 50 time units. Subsequently, insulin was removed from the system and we run the
simulation for 50 time units (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Simulation of the exported insulin rule-based model.A) ODE simulation of the
insulin rule-based model in the absence of dephosphorylation reactions. After insulin was
given to the system the molecule number of both output signals (PI3K and RAS) increases.
After removal of insulin signal both output signals do not respond to the change. B) NFsim
simulation of the insulin rule-based model in the absence of dephosphorylation reactions. The
behaviour is similar to the ODE solution in panel A, except for the stochastic noise. C) NFsim
simulation of the insulin rule-based model with seven additional dephosphorylation reactions.
The particle number of both output signals (PI3K and RAS) increases with an increase in insulin
and decrease if insulin is removed from the system. The molecule number is lower compared to
the simulation in panel B, because the output signals require fully phosphorylated complexes
which decrease in the presence of unregulated dephosphorylation reactions. To get a decent
signal to noise ratio within the NFsim simulation, the molecule counts of all phosphatases were
set to 10 and the rate constants for the dephosphorylation reactions were set to 0.025.
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We added an additional rule to the model to completely remove insulin from the rule-based
system:
Insulin -> 0 ins_deg_0 DeleteMolecules
The DeletedMolecules keyword breaks a complex into its subunits by removing the target
molecules, in our case any form of the insulin molecule. This ensures that the insulin only
gets degraded if the degraded insulin molecule is connected to another molecule, e.g. IR of
the rule-based system and the other molecule is released back to the rule-based system. In
addition, we added the parameter ins_deg_0 with an initial value of 0. As shown in Figure 4.2A
the molecule number of the output signals (Ras and PI3K) does not decrease after removing
insulin from the rule-based system. That behaviour is expected, because the output signal
requires fully phosphorylated complexes and we did not define any reaction removing those
phosphorylations, which coincides with the Boolean simulation of this pathway (Supplementary
Figure S1, Supplementary File SF10).
Next, we simulated the reconstructed insulin network including 7 additional dephosphoryla-
tion reactions (Supplementary File SF2, SF11), using the initial conditions and BNGL commands
as for the first simulation. However, after 12 iterations of the network building process the
reaction network consisted of 125172 molecules connected by 492015 reactions. Hence, we
stopped the process after 12 iterations, because the network got too big and it was unknown
when the network generation process would terminate.
For larger networks BNGL also supports an interface for network-free simulations with
NFsim [181] (further reading [182]).
4.5 NFsim and network free simulation
A rule-based model is a compact representation of a reconstructed biological network. However,
for simulation purpose the rules have to be enumerated and expanded to a complete network
of the reconstructed system to map it onto ODEs, which might lead to a combinatorial problem.
Hence, it is often impossible to simulate a fully defined signal-transduction network, using an
ODE simulation for a rule-based model, leading to the requirement of alternative approaches.
BioNetGen supports an interface for the network-free simulation tool NFsim [181], which is
useful for large signal-transduction networks. A network-free simulator avoids the generation
of a complete network defined by the rules before the actual simulation begins [183, 184].
This requires the change of the system state perspective from a population (concentration)
perspective to a particle-based perspective (molecules with reactive sites). The basic idea is that
it is more efficient to work on the level of particles than to enumerate all the distinct microstates,
because the number of particles is less than the total number of fully defined molecules.
Network-free methods are purely stochastic, meaning that the simulation results are not
deterministic. However, all currently available methods are similar [185] and the following
steps can be found in different network-free algorithms: 1) calculation of rates (propensities)
of the different rules by counting the number of reactive sites matching the molecular motifs
on the left-hand side of the rule, 2) at each step of the simulation, rules are selected randomly
based on the relative rates calculated in the first step and 3) the reactant set is randomly selected
following a uniform distribution among the possible sets of reactants and transformed in
accordance to the rule. Note, we used the NFsim version 1.11 for all network-free simulations.
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4.6 Network-free simulation with NFsim
The NFsim simulator was used to change the simulation method from ODE to network-free
simulation. Previous to the simulation of the reconstructed insulin network with dephospho-
rylations I show that the ODE simulation and the network-free simulation are predicting the
same behaviour of the input (insulin) and output signals (PI3K, Ras).
To add a number of unbound insulin molecules (initialised with 0), and to remove them
at a later time point within a network-free simulation, we extended the rule-based model by
adding a synthesis reaction, synthesising insulin in its neutral from and a degradation reaction,
degrading any insulin:
0 -> insulin(IRD) insulin_prod()
insulin -> 0 insulin_deg() DeleteMolecules
In addition, both rules are regulated by the parameters insulin_prod() and insulin_deg(),
which are modelled as functions:
insulin_prod() = ins_prod_0 * abs(Numinsulin - INSULIN)
insulin_deg() = ins_deg_0 * INSULIN
The functions insulin_prod() and insulin_deg() are defined within an optional functions
block within the BNGL rule-based model. Within these functions one variable and three param-
eters are defined: the observable INSULIN (as defined above) and the parameters Numinsulin,
ins_prod_0 and ins_deg_0. Numinsulin is the maximum number of insulin molecules within
the system (default 1000). Both rate constants, ins_prod_0 and ins_deg_0, are initialised with
0 within the parameter section. The functional form of the reaction rate allows to control the
synthesis and degradation of insulin by controlling the respective rate constants within the func-
tion. If we set the rate constant ins_prod_0 to a much higher number, compared to the other
rate constant ins_deg_0, the synthesis will be active when the number of insulin molecules
(any form of insulin) is smaller than the maximum number insulin molecules (Numinsulin). If
the number of insulin molecules is the same as the maximum number of insulin molecules, the
synthesis reaction will turn OFF. The degradation reaction does not depend on the maximum
number of insulin molecules in the system, meaning that if we set the rate constant ins_prod_0
to a much higher number compared to ins_prod_0, insulin will be degraded as long as there
are insulin molecules left in the rule-based system.
The rule-based system is simulated using a Run NF script (Supplementary File SF12).
The system is simulated for 50 time units without insulin. Afterwards the synthesis rate
constant ins_prod_0 is increased to 100 (the rate constant for the degradation is unchanged)
and simulated for another 50 time units, followed by the decrease of the synthesis rate constant
to 0 and an increase of the degradation rate constant ins_deg_0 to 100, which is simulated until
the simulation time of 150 time units is reached. The behaviour of the ODE simulation and
the network-free simulation are similar except of some statistical noise (Figure 4.2B). Hence,
we run the extended model with the added seven dephosphorylation reactions with the same
procedure as described above. The output signals (PI3K and Ras) respond to insulin as shown
in the bipartite Boolean model (Supplementary Figure S1). The particle number of both output
signals (PI3K and RAS) increases with an increase in insulin and decrease if insulin is removed
from the system (Figure 4.2C). Hence, we are able to export a reconstructed rxncon model into
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a valid and functional rule-based model.
4.7 Summary
• This chapter introduces the new developed systematised process to translate a rxncon
system into a quantitative rule-based model in BNGL formalism.
• A rxncon reaction describes the reaction centre of one or more rules.
• A contingency describes the reaction context of one or more rules.
• The unambiguous interpretation of the rxncon syntax, enables us to translate a rxncon
statement into one or more non-overlapping rule(s) of a rule-based model.
• Adding new information to the rxncon model and exporting it into a rule-based
model in BNGL format, enables an iterative building process of rule-based models.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion and Outlook
In this thesis, I presented a five step workflow to develop quantitative models. In step one
and two of this workflow, the scope of the network is defined and a first seeded version of the
rxncon model is created. The seeded model can be refined later by adding more mechanistic
information. In step three and four, the rxncon model is translated into a ready to simulate
qualitative bipartite Boolean model, an approach that allows parameter free structural validation
and simulation of large-scale signal transduction networks. In the last step of this workflow,
the rxncon model is translated into a rule-based model enabling quantitative simulations.
This workflow was described in 3 Chapters each with its own perspective within the iterative
reconstruction process.
Reconstruction step
Since the first release of rxncon [121], we worked on the generalisation of the language and
improved the model generation logic by introducing two new concepts within the rxncon
language [124]: the resolution of specifications that enables a more precise definition of the
mutual exclusivity and the concept of skeleton rules, describing pattern of effects on reactants
that enables users to define their own rxncon reactions during the reconstruction process. In
addition, we adapted the input format and changed it into SBtab [186], a promising standard
for table definition of models and data in the field of systems biology to facilitate annotation
and exchange of the model. Through the introduction of those concepts and the adaptation of
the input format we could improve the model generation logic and increased the customisation
of the language.
We redefined the meaning of contingencies on bidirectional rxncon reactions: if a lumped
forward and reverse rxncon reaction is used, e.g. protein-protein interactions, by removing the
directionality sign (+/-), the contingency has to be assigned explicitly to the reverse rxncon
reaction to have an influence on the reverse rxncon reaction. Otherwise we assume that the
regulation is only set for the forward rxncon reaction and the reverse rxncon reaction is handled
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as unregulated. This split allows a definition for the influence of contingencies on rxncon
reactions by keeping the feature of lumping bidirectional rxncon reactions of the old language.
Contingencies can now be defined on a less specific rxncon state resolution, which may
map to several rxncon states, depending on the available information. This can be useful to
capture literature data at different resolutions or to simplify contingencies but has no influence
on the fact that a rxncon state can be defined precise and unique if needed. Through the
introduction of complex structuring, we enable the user to add an accurate description of
biological complexes and reactions, e.g. allow the definition of cis and trans modifications and
interactions.
The rxncon language describes the reconstructed network on a molecular level. Hence, it
is difficult to model higher level mechanisms, e.g. vesicle transport or the change of global
quantities like pH influencing the system. To overcome those limitations the reconstructions can
be adapted by using global input states and output reactions, to describe complex mechanisms
as it was done for our cyclic Hog example. However, the definition of global input states does
not fit the concept of molecules within rule-based models. Alternatively, new rxncon reactions
can be defined by the user during the reconstruction process to describe macromolecular
processes not yet captured. Hence, through the flexibility of rxncon we have the potential
to precisely define new events within the rxncon language and therefore, reconstruct fully
functional and detailed defined large-scale signal transduction networks, which will help to
improve the mechanistic understanding of processes within signal transduction networks.
Qualitative validation and simulation step
The bipartite Boolean model was developed for qualitative validation and simulation of large-
scale mechanistically detailed signal-transduction networks. The formalism is based on the
Boolean logic and can be exported into a simulatable model, e.g. with the BoolNet package.
The new logic is based on a detailed analysis of simple reaction motifs and a minimal set of
assumptions. By defining two generic update functions for reaction nodes and state nodes
we are able to translate a rxncon network into a unique bipartite Boolean model while the
regulatory structure of the rxncon reconstruction enables us to define a logical table. The
reaction layer of the rxncon reconstruction defines the update functions for state nodes, while
the regulatory layer defines the update functions for reaction nodes. These different building
blocks can be assembled into a complete bipartite Boolean model, predicting system-level
function without further parametrisation of the Boolean system.
The functionality of signal-transduction pathways often does not need parametrisation
in terms of rate laws, reaction constants and relative concentrations. Hence, a qualitative
representation of the regulatory layer is often sufficient. The bipartite Boolean model can be used
to predict the qualitative dynamic behaviour of a biological system and therefore, provides a tool
to validate the model structure without prior parametrisation. If the minimum requirements
(input-output relation) are not fulfilled, the network lacks mechanistic information which
should be added during the reconstruction process. The reconstruction and validation steps
can be performed iteratively until the Boolean model behaves according to the experimental in
vivo results. Hence, it can act as a control step before building rule-based models and start the
process of parametrisation.
The bipartite Boolean model formalism is a complete reinvention of the previously developed
bBM [144]. The new formalism is based on the second generation rxncon language [124]. The
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rxncon reactions semantic is encoded in the skeleton rules, which are important to map rxncon
reactions to the generic update functions of the bipartite Boolean model. Moreover, the new
bipartite Boolean model explicitly includes neutral state nodes, representing neutral elemental
states, such as unmodified or unbound state nodes, which enables mutually exclusive state
nodes at the single-molecule level to be present simultaneously at the system-level. Some of
these neutral state nodes might appear unregulated in analysed models due to: 1) a constant
pool of unmodified biological components in the cell, e.g. if there is a constant turnover like a
synthesis reaction in the biological system, 2) an experimental bias, e.g. in yeast we know much
more about the modifying reactions than about the reactions that reverse the modification (e.g.
phosphorylation, de-phosphorylation) [121]. In addition to changes within the rxncon language,
we engineered the update functions of the new bipartite Boolean model from scratch, leading
to three important improvements: 1) the update functions for state nodes mirror the reaction
layer, including the dependence on source state nodes for reaction nodes, 2) the synthesis and
degradation of rxncon components map on the respective elemental state nodes and 3) Boolean
components within a Boolean system are not independent model entities.
In spite of the more detailed description of the new bipartite Boolean logic it was shown
that the original simulation method worked in many cases [136, 144, 187]. This indicates that
signal-transduction pathways are rather robust. However, the previous bBM had some issues
limiting the modelling formalism. For example, there was a bias towards the modified state
nodes, in the previous version. Only modified elemental states were considered explicitly
and neutral states kept implicit. Furthermore, each elemental state had exactly one unique
complement, hence, it was not possible to model a Boolean system, where modified and neutral
state nodes can coexist even at the system level. Elemental states were not intrinsically mutually
exclusive, resulting in cases where alternative modification and interaction partners had to be
indicated with additional inhibitory contingencies during the reconstruction process, making
the reconstruction unnecessary complicated and error prone. Additionally, the degradation of
state nodes was not considered in detail in the previous version, e.g. if a rxncon component was
degraded the state nodes and reaction nodes depending on the rxncon component remained
active. Hence, the original rxncon language and bBM logic were a useful approximation,
describing the key features of the Boolean system but the rxncon 2.0 language and the new
bipartite Boolean model logic are syntactically and semantically more accurate.
A bipartite Boolean model cannot reproduce the qualitative outcome of every dynamical
system. Problems arise if a biological reaction on a single molecule has a much smaller rate
than all the other biological reactions, because in this case we are not able to have two active
mutually exclusive state nodes at the same time. However, in those cases we could interpret
the biological molecule as not abundant enough to be functionally relevant and the respective
biological reaction can be considered as functionally inactive. Beside, the bipartite Boolean
model assumption of rate equilibrium results in dominance of some reaction nodes, limiting the
expressiveness of the formalism, because it is not possible to simulate a cyclic system without
any inhibiting contingencies. Hence, the interplay between the different qualitative contingency
types (x/!) represent the only degree of freedom which can be used for parametrisation. This
option did not exists before and was also not necessary, because elemental states and their
complements could not coexist in the previous version. The unambiguous interpretation of the
rxncon syntax, enables the translation of large-scale signal transduction networks, reconstructed
based on the reaction-contingency formalism, into a fully functional bipartite Boolean model.
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Quantitative modelling step
The reconstructed network can be translated into a quantitative rule-based model described in
the BNGL formalism. Most approaches modelling signal-transduction networks require the
user to define a microstate level of a molecule which leads to limitations of those approaches
by combinatorial complexity. Rule-based models are able to generate a complete network
of biological reactions, based on a number of user defined rules. The rxncon language is
closely related to the rule-based modelling approach, because a rule-based model as well as the
rxncon language avoids the combinatorial complexity by 1) describing the biochemical reactions
through de-contextualized rules and 2) specifying only reaction relevant molecule information.
We are able to translate user defined elemental reactions and contingencies automatically into
rules. This is possible, because a rxncon reaction describes the reaction centre of a rule, whereas
a contingency describes the reaction context. The interpretation of the rxncon syntax, enables us
to translate a rxncon statement into one or more non-overlapping rule(s) of a rule-based model,
which in turn allows an iterative building of rule-based models by adding new information to
the rxncon model and exporting it into a rule-based model in BNGL format. Hence, rxncon
provides a way to build rule-based models in a systematic way based on any complete and
valid defined rxncon system.
The BNGL formalism does not distinguish between the resolution of different molecular
structures, e.g. domains and residues, limiting the expressiveness of the model, because
domains and residues with the same name are corresponding to the same sites. Additionally,
the BNGL formalism does not allow algebraic expression in the observable section, making
the observation of the same outcome under different conditions, e.g. the activation of a signal
cascade by different proteins, difficult. The BioNetGen software package allows the simulation
of the rule-based model as an ODE system. Therefore, all possible molecular configurations
of the reactants defined in the rule-based system are enumerated to simulate the network
dynamics. In other words, it first calculates the entire molecular state space before it is able to
simulate the dynamics of the system, leading to the same issues other approaches have - the
combinatorial problem. However, there are possibilities to avoid an ODE based simulation,
because BioNetGen provides an interface for network-free simulations, which is not based on
a complete reaction network, but able to calculate the needed parts of the network during
runtime, enabling the simulation of mechanistic detailed and large scaling networks.
Some functionalities which can be found in rule-based models cannot be covered by the rxn-
con language. For instance, rule-based models require quantitative information to meaningful
predict biological behaviour, which cannot be defined within the rxncon language. Therefore,
we provide default values for rate constants and initial concentrations during the export process
but those values are arbitrary and have to be changed manually in the BNGL file. In addition
to that, it is not possible to express processes by functions as it is possible within the BNGL
formalism, e.g. reaction rates in form of functions, allowing a dynamic control over rules.
Outlook
Several concepts, e.g. localisation and allele effect, which are crucial for signalling processes are
missing and will be subject of further studies. The implementation of additional mathematical
modelling formalisms (kappa) as well as graphical visualisation formalisms (Systems Biology
Graphical Notation) will also improve rxncon.
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rxncon is currently only accessible by a python library or via scripts, which can be executed
on the command line. Hence, the current implementation requires the user to have a basic
understanding about programming and the command line on its respective operation systems.
Therefore, we developed a more user-friendly environment based on a graphical interface,
enabling the iterative reconstruction of signal-transduction networks outside the command
line and make rxncon accessible to a more general scientific community. This workbench has
to be tested intensively and should be adapted to the needs of the user as well as to further
developments in rxncon.
Working with rxncon has several advantages compared to other network reconstruction
methods like the BNGL formalism: 1) rxncon is closer related to empirical data than rule-based
models, leading to a more precise description of the underlying mechanistic of the reconstructed
network, 2) rxncon annotates a knowledge database that is human and computer readable,
enabling the reuse and merge of reconstructed models [188], 3) rxncon enables the export into
different mathematical models, e.g. bipartite Boolean or rule-based models and into different
compact visualisation formats, enabling a mathematical and visual simulation and validation of
the reconstructed network and 4) rxncon enables the iterative building of rule-based models.
Taken together, we developed a language for reconstructing large-scale biological networks.
The rxncon language largely avoids the combinatorial complexity problem, which can occur
during the reconstruction of signal-transduction networks. This is achieved due to the context-
free grammar within the rxncon language as well as through the description of the data on
the same level as biological findings. With the development of rxncon 2.0, we improved the
expressiveness and precision of the rxncon language furthermore, which is now on the same
level as a rule-based modelling language. Additionally, we implemented a python library that
acts as an interpretation engine for the rxncon language. It enables the compilation of a rxncon
2.0 network definition into a bipartite Boolean model (further reading [189]) as well as into a
rule based model in the BNGL language [122]. Furthermore, reconstructed rxncon networks
can be exported into different visualisation formats. Hence, rxncon is able to bridge large-scale
network reconstruction and classical mathematical modelling approaches.
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Glossary
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Alias: yeast, budding yeast
Description: Simple eukaryotic model organism.
Bond name
Description: Defined by a "!" followed by a number.
Boolean component expression
Alias: component expression
Description: Boolean expression of all Boolean state nodes representing rxncon states
sharing the same rxncon component.
Boolean system
Alias: Boolean network
Description: Collection of Boolean nodes and Boolean update functions.
Boolean state nodes
Alias: state node
Description: Boolean node representing a rxncon state.
Boolean state vector
Description: A vector, describing all Boolean states at time t.
Boolean state
Description: Activity status of a Boolean node defined by a logical value.
Boolean update function
Alias: Boolean function, update function
Description: Function, describing the transition of one Boolean state into another.
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Boolean component
Description: Represented by Boolean component expression.
Boolean-contingency term
Alias: Boolean statement, rxncon complex
Description: Described by rxncon states and/or nested Boolean-contingency terms con-
catenated by Boolean operators; representing biological complexes.
For instance:
Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)]; ! <pbs2-active>
<pbs2-active>; AND Pbs2_[(Thr518)]-{p}
<pbs2-active>; AND Pbs2_[(Ser514)]-{p}.
Component
Description: Defines the Name of the molecule and describes molecule type.
For instance: Hog1, Hog1mRNA, Hog1Gene.
Component level
Description: Specification without Locus information; the resolution of a molecule (reso-
lution of a molecule is discriminated between component, domain and residue level).
For instance: Pbs2.
Contingency type
Description: Relation between Target and Effector.
For instance: !, x, ?,0, k+, k-, AND, OR, NOT.
Contingency list
Description: List containing contextual constraints..
Degradation reaction
Description: rxncon reaction describing the degradation of a molecule.
For instance: A_deg_B.
Domain level
Description: Specification with domain information on the Locus information; the resolu-
tion of a molecule (resolution of a molecule is discriminated between component, domain
and residue level).
For instance: Pbs2.
Effector
Description: A Boolean statement, elemental state or input state influencing a rxncon
reaction.
For instance: Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)]; ! Pbs2_[(Ser514)]-{p}, where Pbs2_[(Ser514)]-
{p} is the Effector.
Elemental resolution
Description: rxncon reaction describing the degradation of a molecule..
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Elemental state
Description: rxncon state defined on an elemental resolution.
For instance: Hog1_[(Thr174)]-{p}, Pbs2_[HBD1]–Hog1_[CD].
Elemental reaction
Description: rxncon reaction defined on an elemental resolution.
For instance: Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)].
Empirical data
Alias: experimental data
Description: Data obtained by experiments..
Empty-binding state
Description: rxncon state, representing a molecule with an empty binding domain.
For instance: Pbs2_[HBD1]–0.
Fully-neutral state
Description: all neutral states of a certain component, which describes a microstate in its
fully neutral configuration (not modified, not bound).
Generic component state node
Description: Boolean state node that do not carry any further structure, e.g. modification
or binding.
Generic update function
Description: A generalised Boolean update function.
Global state node
Alias: input state node
Description: represents global input state.
Global reaction node
Alias: output reaction node
Description: represents global output reaction.
Graphical-quantity node
Description: Represents a global quantity, e.g. input state and output reaction within a
visualisation..
Graphical-Boolean node
Description: Represents a Boolean operators within a visualisation..
Graphical-state node
Description: Represents an elemental states within a visualisation..
Graphical-reaction node
Description: Represents an elemental reaction within a visualisation..
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Graphical-residue node
Description: Represents the residue locus information of a specification within a visualisa-
tion..
Graphical-domain node
Description: Represents the domain locus information of a specification within a visuali-
sation..
Graphical-component node
Description: Represents a component within a visualisation; Within a species-reaction or
regulatory graph this node only appears, if the component do not contain any rxncon
states but get regulated by the rxncon system..
Handshake molecule
Description: Molecules defined within a rxncon complex that enables a connection to the
Target rxncon reaction. Each Boolean contingency term has its own requirements on the
molecules..
Homo-dimer
Description: A rxncon interaction state describing the interaction between two molecules
of the same name.
For instance: A_[x]–A_[y].
Input state
Alias: global state
Description: rxncon state with no specification, representing a global quantity.
For instance: Sln1_ap+_Sln1; x [Turgor].
Interaction state
Description: rxncon state with a pair of specifications bound to each other.
For instance: Pbs2_[HBD1]–Hog1_[CD].
Interaction reaction
Description: rxncon reaction describing the interaction between two molecules.
For instance: Pbs2_[HBD1]_ppi+_Hog1_[CD].
Locus
Description: Defines the location (structural element) on a molecule (e.g. domain, residue)
as well as the resolution a molecule is defined on.
For instance: Pbs2_[HBD1], Hog1_[(Thr174)].
Mitogen-activated protein kinase
Description: Sequential activation of three kinases (MEKK, MEK, MAPK).
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Modification state
Description: rxncon state, representing a molecule modification.
For instance: Hog1_[(Thr174)]-{p}.
Molecular component
Description: Molecule containing all sites and states defined in the rule-based system.
Molecule
Alias: agent, species
Description: Collection of biochemical macromolecules grouped by structural elements
(macrostates).
Molecule type
Description: Type of the molecule e.g., Protein.
Motif
Alias: pattern
Description: One or more sites and/or states within a molecule.
Namespace
Description: Concept to organize specifications, allowing the reuse of names in different
context..
Neutral state
Description: rxncon state without any modification or binding.
For instance: Hog1_[(Thr174)]-{0}, Pbs2_[HBD1]–0.
Non-elemental state
Description: rxncon state not on an elemental resolution.
For instance: Hog1-{p}, Pbs2–Hog1.
Object
Description: Specifications within a rxncon reaction..
Observable
Description: Output function that relates molecules of the model to experimental data as
cumulative quantities, e.g. the concentration of a phosphorylated protein.
Predicate
Description: Reaction type within a rxncon reaction..
Product motif
Description: One or more sites and/or states within a molecule on the right-hand side of
the rule.
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Rate law
Description: Describes the relation between the concentration of the reactants and the rate
of the reaction.
Reactant
Description: In context of rule-based modelling: Molecule on the left-hand side of a rule;
In context of a rxncon system: A specification of a rxncon reaction..
Reactant motif
Description: One or more sites and/or states within a molecule on the left-hand side of
the rule.
Reaction centre
Description: Describing the molecules that change during the reaction, defined by rxncon
reaction.
Reaction rule
Alias: reaction, rule
Description: Describing the transition of molecules, representing one or more biomolecular
reactions.
Reaction node
Description: Boolean node representing a rxncon reaction.
Reaction type
Description: type of a rxncon reaction, e.g phoshorylation.
For instance: ppi+, p+, p-.
Reaction layer
Description: The collection of all rxncon reactions within the rxncon system defines the
reaction layer..
Reaction list
Description: List containing rxncon reactions..
Reactive site
Description: A site defined within a molecule which is functionally important for the rule.
Regulatory layer
Description: Regulatory mechanisms of a reconstructed rxncon network..
Residue level
Description: Specification with residue information on the Locus information; the resolu-
tion of a molecule (resolution of a molecule is discriminated between component, domain
and residue level).
For instance: Pbs2.
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Rule-based model
Alias: rule-based system
Description: Collection of rules.
rxncon state property
Description: modification or binding of a rxncon state..
rxncon states
Alias: macroscopic state, elemental state, non-elemental state
Description: Defines a state within the rxncon system; describes only one property of a
biological state.
For instance: Pbs2_[HBD1]–Hog1_[CD], Hog1_[(Thr174)]-{p}.
rxncon reaction
Alias: reaction term
Description: Denotes which property of a molecule changes, without resorting the
microstate description.
For instance: Pbs2_[HBD1]_ppi+_Hog1_[CD].
rxncon system
Alias: rxncon model, rxncon network
Description: Summarises the knowledge about the mechanistic processes of reconstructed
pathways described by the rxncon language. Collection of rxncon reactions and contin-
gencies..
rxncon language
Description: Formal language for reconstructing biological processes; describes a rxncon
system..
Self-interaction state
Description: rxncon state, representing a molecule interacting with itself.
For instance: A_[x]–[y].
Site
Alias: component
Description: Structural element describing a molecular domain or molecular residue,
represented by the rxncon specification locus.
Site state
Description: Internal state of a site e.g., modification (site P).
Site type
Description: Name of the structural element.
Skeleton term
Description: Defines a component and its rxncon state within the skeleton rule..
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Skeleton rule
Description: Defines the semantic of a rxncon reaction..
Solution
Description: In respect to a rxncon system a semantically correct interpretation of a rxncon
statement. In respect to a Boolean model a satisfiable Boolean function.
Source state node
Description: representing a rxncon state consumed by a rxncon reaction.
Specification
Description: Building block of rxncon language. Defines the type and the structure
of a biological molecule. In context with rxncon reactions and states it corresponds to
biological molecule.
For instance: Hog1_[(Thr174)].
Specific state
Alias: microstate
Description: Fully specified biological molecule, e.g. a protein with a specific configuration
including all its non-mutually exclusive modifications and bindings.
State node
Description: Boolean node representing a rxncon state.
State space
Description: Describes the space of all possible states of a system.
Structural index
Description: Integer related to a specification.
For instance: Hog1@1_[(Thr174)]-{p}.
Structured complex
Description: .
For instance:
Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)]; ! <pbs2-active>Pbs2@0=Pbs2@1
<pbs2-active>; AND Pbs2@1_[(Thr518)]-{p}
<pbs2-active>; AND Pbs2@1_[(Ser514)]-{p}.
Subject
Description: Specifications within a rxncon reaction..
Synthesis reaction
Description: rxncon reaction describing the synthesis of a molecule.
For instance: A_syn_B.
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Target
Description: Defines the target (rxncon reaction or Boolean statement) which is regulated
by a contingency.
For instance: Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)]; ! Pbs2_[(Ser514)]-{p}, where Pbs2_p+_Hog1_[(Thr174)]
is the Target.
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Appendix
Overview of proteins of the reconstructed pathways
Table S2: Description of some proteins involved in the human insulin response pathway
Proteins Description
IR/IGFR Insulin binding receptors, recruiting and phosphorylation of IRS
and Shc
IRS insulin receptor substrates, triggering the activation of PI3K
Shc SHC-transforming protein 2, phosphorylated by IR, binding to
Grb2/SOS complex
PI3K phosphoinositide 3-kinase, activating Akt/PKB cascade, activated
by IRS
Ras/MAPK Activating MAPK cascade involved in proliferation and differen-
tiation of the cell
Akt/PKB Akt/PKB cascade, activated by PI3K, involved in cell survival,
cell growth and proliferation
Grb2 growth factor receptor-binding protein 2, binding of SOS, IRS
and Shc
SOS son of sevenless (SOS Ras/Rac guanine nucleotide exchange
factor 1), binding to Grb2
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Table S3: Description of some proteins involved in the pheromone response pathway in yeast
Proteins Description
Ste2/3 7-transmembrane-segment, G-protein coupled pheromone recep-
tors; Binds pheromone
Gpa1 G-protein alpha subunit; triggering an adaptive response by
releasing from the beta (Ste4) and gamma (Ste18) subunits
Ste4, Ste18 G-protein beta-gamma subunits; activating the signalling branch
Cdc42 Small rho-like G protein; binds to Ste20; through binding activat-
ing of the kinase activity of Ste20
Ste5 Pheromone responsive MAPK scaffold protein; binds G-beta
subunit as well as MAPK cascade kinases and other
Ste11 MEKK (MEK kinase); activated by Ste20
Ste20 PAK (p21-activated protein kinase); activated by Cdc42; auto-
phosphorylation
Ste7 MEK (MAPK/ERK kinase); activated by Ste11
Kss1, Fus3 MAP kinases; activated by Ste7
Far1 MAPK substrate; inhibits cell-cycle progression, scaffold that
binds G-beta subunit, Cdc24 and other
Cdc24 Guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) for Cdc42; Involved
in polarity establishment
Dig1, Dig2 MAPK substrates, repressors of Ste12 transcriptional activity
Ste12 MAPK substrate, Transcription factor
rxncon input formats
The rxncon tool accepts two different input formats of the rxncon language: SBtab [186] spread
sheet in Microsoft Excel format and Quick format. The spread sheet follows the SBtab standards
and consists of four separated sheets, two for defining the mechanistic information of the recon-
structed network and two sheets for defining the different reaction classes. The reconstructed
information is stored into the rxncon reaction and the contingency sheet. The reaction sheet
has three columns for each specification, which correspond to components within the sheet:
one for the component name (e.g. !ComponentA:Name), one for the domain (e.g. !Compo-
nentA:Domain) and one for the residue (e.g. !ComponentA:Residue). Additionally, there is a
column for the definition of the reaction type (!Reaction). The reaction type within this column
must refer to a unique key in the ReactionTypeDefinition sheet (!UID:ReactionKey, see below).
There is another column for annotating literature sources (!Literature:Identifiers:pubmed), e.g.
PubMed identifier and two additional columns for the quality of the empirical evidence of
the reaction (type of the experiment) or the confidence in the results (!Quality) and comments
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Table S4: Description of some proteins involved in the high-osmolarity-glycerol pathway in
yeast
Proteins Description
Sln1, Transmembrane histidine phosphotransfer kinase and osmosen-
sor
Msb2, Hkr1 mucin-like transmembrane sensors
Sho1 transmembrane protein involved in osmosensing and other sig-
nalling pathways, scaffold for Pbs2, Ste11 and other
Cdc42 Small Rho GTPase; binds Ste20 and activates the kinase domain
of Ste20
Ste20 PAK (p21-activated protein kinase); activated by Cdc42; auto-
phosphorylation
Ste11 MEKK (MEK kinase); activated by Ste20
Ypd1, Ssk1 Together with Sln1 phosphorylation system, phosphorylated Ssk1
cannot activate the downstream MAP kinase cascade
Ssk2, Ssk22 MEKK (MEK kinase); activated by Ssk1
Pbs2 MEK (MAPK/ERK kinase); scaffold protein for the MAPK cas-
cade; activated by Ssk2 and/or Ssk22; activated by Ste11
Hog1 MAP kinases; activated by Pbs2
Hot1 Transcription factor for glycerol biosynthetic genes; activated by
Hog1
or thoughts to the respective rxncon statement (!Comment). The contingency sheet has three
columns: one for the Target (!Target), one for the Contingency type (!Contingency) and one for
the Effector (!Modifier). The column !Target contains reaction terms that are regulated, defined
by the unique identifier from the reaction sheet (!UID:Reaction) and is also used to define
Boolean statements. The Effectors of a contingency term are described in the column !Modifier.
The !Contingency column contains the contingency type, defining the influence of an Effector
(!Modifier) on a reaction term (!Target) (see Table). As in the rxncon reaction sheet there are
three additional columns available (!Quality, !Reference:Identifiers:pubmed, !Comment) to add
additional information for a rxncon statement.
The different reactions types, which can be used within the reconstruction, are defined within the
ReactionTypeDefinition sheet. Each reaction type needs a unique identifier (!UID:ReactionKey)
as well as a definition of its reactants in respect of their type ( Protein, mRNA, Gene or Any
(!MolType)) and their required resolution (component-level, domain-level, residue-level (!Res-
olution)). The semantic of a reaction type is defined by its skeleton rule and is described in
the column !SkeletonRule. To create a new reaction type or elemental modification state it is
sufficient to add a new entry to the respective list. All elemental modification states used within
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the ReactionTypeDefinition have to be defined in the ModificationTypeDefinition sheet. A new
modification property has to have a unique identifier (!UID:ModificationType) and a unique
label (!UID:ModificationLabel) [122]. A template is shown in Supplementary File SF13.
The Quick format is a text based format and can be written in any editor. It follows the syntax
presented in Chapter 2.
A_[b]_ppi+_B_[a]; ! A_[(r)]-p
C_p+_A_[(r)]
The ’;’ separates the rxncon reaction from its contingencies. Within this format only pre-
defined rxncon reaction types (Supplementary Table S5) can be used.
Table S5: Table of the dependencies for the rxncon library
!UID:Reaction !UID:ReactionKey
phosphorylation p+
dephosphorylation p-
auto-phosphorylation ap+
phosphotransfer pt
guanine-nucleotide-exchange gef
GTPase-activation gap
ubiquitination ub+
truncation cut
protein-protein-interaction ppi
intra-protein-interaction ipi
interaction i
protein-gene-interaction bind
transcription trsc
translation trsl
synthesis syn
degradation deg
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Python library
rxncon was implemented using the Python programming language1 version 3.5. and tested
under Unix, OSX and Microsoft Windows. For Windows, we recommend Anaconda2 to install
python. Pip is used to support the distribution of the package and to install the rxncon packages
from Python Package Index (PyPI). It can be installed by typing ’pip install rxncon’. rxncon
has some dependencies listed in Table S6. There are three possibilities to install pyeda under
Windows: 1) installing pyeda from scratch 2) to download a precompiled version of pyeda3 and
installing it manually 3) typing ’pip install rxncon’. We will automatically install pyeda, using a
precompiled pyeda version from our server (recommended). We support pyeda for python 3.5
and 3.6. The source code is available on gitHub4.
Table S6: Table of the dependencies for the rxncon library
Packages Description
pytest Framework for testing applications
numpy Package for scientific computing
scipy Package containing scientific tools
click Package for command line interface
click-log Logging integration for click
colorama Package for colouring terminal text
xlrd Package for reading Excel files
networkx Package for creation and analysis of networks
Scripts
We provide command line scripts, which are automatically installed by installing rxncon via
pip. The scripts will automatically be available globally under Unix and OSX but not under
Windows. If you are using Anaconda you can find them within the Anaconda Scripts folder.
The scripts are listed in Table S7. The expected input of each script can vary please use the
-help option for further help.
1https://www.python.org/
2https://www.continuum.io/downloads
3http://www.lfd.uci.edu/~gohlke/pythonlibs/#pyeda
4https://github.com/rxncon/rxncon
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Table S7: Table of the different scripts provided by the rxncon framework.
Script Description
rxncon2regulatorygraph.py
Translates the rxncon system into a xgmml
format containing the information for a regu-
latory graph
rxncon2reactiongraph.py
Translates the rxncon system into a xgmml
format containing the information for a reac-
tion graph
rxncon2srgraph.py
Translates the rxncon system into a xg-
mml format containing the information for a
species-reaction graph
rxncon2boolnet.py Translates the rxncon system into a BoolNet
file
rxncon2bngl.py Translates the rxncon system into a BNGL file
Model simulation
bipartite Boolean model simulation
All simulations were carried out using the R-Package BoolNet (v 2.1.3) [160]. The rxncon system
can be exported into a BoolNet compatible file (*.boolnet). Within the BoolNet model state
nodes and reaction nodes are referred to as state targets and reaction targets. To fulfil the
naming restrictions of BoolNet and to keep the names of the nodes identifiable and unam-
biguous we introduce abbreviations for the names of reaction and state nodes. Reaction nodes
are abbreviated with R and the state nodes are abbreviated with S followed by a consecutive
numbering. Additionally, two csv files are provided: one file (ending with *_symbols.csv)
mapping an abbreviation to its respective node and another file (ending with *_initial_vals.csv)
containing the initial values of all nodes of the system. Note that the system is initialised per de-
fault with neutral state nodes and generic component nodes as True and all other nodes as False.
For the simulation process it is expected that the output is responsive to the input (sign
of the dependence does not matter) and that the simulation starts with input either True or
False. The simulation runs until an attractor is reached. If the attractor is a point attractor, the
system state of this point attractor is used as starting point for the next simulation round but
the logical value of the input signal is inverted. The simulation runs until we reach another
attractor. If the output did not switch on in the first round, an active output should be observed
now. This procedure can be repeated iteratively (invert logical value of input state and simulate
until an attractor reached) until an attractor is reached that was already observed.
Agent based simulation: NFsim and BioNetGen
For a ODE simulation with BioNetGen the following commands can be used at the end of a
BNGL file:
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generate_network({overwrite=>1});
simulate_ode({suffix=>"ode_before",t_end=>50,n_steps=>500});
setConcentration("insulin(IRD)", "1000");
simulate_ode({suffix=>"ode_during",t_end=>50,n_steps=>500});
setParameter("ins_deg_0", "100");
simulate_ode({suffix=>"ode_after",t_end=>50,n_steps=>500});
generate_network will calculate the complete reaction network of the system and write it
into a .net file. The attribute overwrite=>1 will overwrite this file if the network is generated
again. simulation_ode will infer an ODE system of the network and calculates the average
concentration of the molecules during the simulation. The results for the observables will be
written into a .gdat file and the simulation results for all species will be written into a .cdat
file. The attribute suffix=> will set the suffix of the files the simulation result are stored and
the attributes t_end=> and n_steps=> defines the simulation time and the sampling number
during the simulation respectively. Within BioNetGen the command setConcentration can be
used to adjust molecule concentrations during the simulation. To do so, the molecule has to
be specified in terms of states and sites. The setParameter command can be used to change
the initial value of a parameter, a large change compared to the previous value, e.g. for the
degradation of a molecule make sure that the molecule almost instantaneously disappears.
NFsim simulation
For a NFsim simulation a XML file has to be generated using BioNetGen (v 2.2.6) that can be
read by NFsim. Therefore the BNGL file has to end with writeXML();. For the simulation we
use a Run NF script (Supplementary File SF12)
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Supplementary Figures
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I II III IV I II III
insulin 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
[PI3K/Akt] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
[Ras/Erk] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
IR_[TK]-{P} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
IR_[JM]-{P} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
IR ppi IRS/Shc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
IR--IRS/Shc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
IR ppi- IRS/Shc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
IRS-{P} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Shc-{P} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Grb2 ppi IRS/Shc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
IRS ppi PI3K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
Grb2--IRS/Shc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
IRS--PI3K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Grb2 ppi- IRS/Shc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
IRS ppi- PI3K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
[PI3K/Akt] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
[Ras/Erk] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Figure S1: Simulation of the exported insulin bipartite Boolean model. A) Simulation without
dephosphorylation reaction nodes. The heatmap of the simulations show the synchronous
update for each reaction node and state node (rows) over time (columns). The colours indicate
the Boolean state of the nodes: grey = True, white = False. The simulation is initiated with the
default configuration, but in absence of insulin. The model is simulated until the first attractor
is reached. The outputs remains off. All following simulations use an adapted version of the
attractor from the previous simulation. Next, we set the neutral state of insulin to True, and
repeated the simulation until the next attractor is reached. The outputs turn on. To remove
insulin from the system we set all insulin state nodes as well as all reaction nodes, producing
insulin, to False. We run the simulation until we reached the next attractor. The output signals
do not turn off. Since the current attractor was not seen before, we run a new simulation
starting from the last attractor, but with insulin True, until we reached the next attractor. This
attractor is identical to the second attractor. B) Simulation with dephosphorylation reactions.
The simulation is done the same way as for panel A. The third attractor is equal to the first
attractor. The output signals respond to the input signal as expected.
